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CEPA GALLERY’S HISTORY
Founded in 1974 during an intense period of creativity and artistic exploration in Buffalo, CEPA Gallery is Western 
New York’s premiere visual arts center. One of the oldest photography galleries in the nation, CEPA remains 
an artist-run space dedicated to the advancement of contemporary photo-related art. Throughout its history, 
CEPA has earned international acclaim for its unique array of visual arts programming and dedication to the artistic 
practice. Recognized as one of the most relevant and important alternative art spaces in the United States by the 
European Journal of Media Art, CEPA’s Visual Arts program curates world-renowned exhibitions; its organizational 
structure is celebrated for efforts to maximize resources through collaboration; and its educational programming 
is recognized among the best in the nation having earned a 2013 National Arts & Humanities Youth Programming 
Award. Each season, CEPA brings an impressive roster of national and international artists into Erie County 
for exhibitions, public art initiatives, residencies, educational and community-based programming. The projects 
CEPA commissions give voice to marginalized communities, promote diverse ideas and perspectives, and help 
to increase dialogue around issues pertinent to local audiences. Its commitment to serving artists and the 
artistic practice, to engaging new constituencies with exhibitions and installations of importance is continual-
ly recognized and celebrated. CEPA’s unique ability to mutually serve the interests of working artists, WNY’s 
diverse communities, and international audiences is what separates it from other cultural organizations and is the 
reason for its continued success and growth.

CEPA Gallery is registered New York State 503C3 not-for-profit organization that is generously supported by the 
Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Joy of Giving Something, Inc., M&T Bank, Ralph C. Wilson Jr. 
Legacy Funds at the Community Foundation for Greater Buffalo,  Robert J. & Martha B. Fierle Foundation, The Vogt 
Family Foundation, Hodgson Russ LLP, ABC-Amega, The Cameron and Jane Baird Foundation, The Marks Family 
Foundation, Robert and Patricia Colby Foundation, Healy Family Education & Scholarship Fund, CEPA 
Members and Board members, plus numerous individuals. 

CEPA programs are made possible with public funds from the National Endowment for the Arts, the New York State 
Council on the Arts with the support of Governor Andrew M. Cuomo and the New York State Legislature, the 
County of Erie, County Executive Mark C. Poloncarz and the Erie County Legislators, and the City of Buffalo.

This Publication has been supported by The Zanger Group and Hirsch Projects.
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Previous pages © Jüergen O. Olbrich, Photo Copy Rock ‘N’ Roll Performance I & II, detail. 1984. 
14 x 11 inches. Electrostatic prtints.

Right © Sigmar Polke. Untitled, detail, 2001. 19.7 x 15.8 inches. Silkscreen from electrostatic print. 
Courtesy of the Museum für Fotokopie, Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany. Also on page 69.

Chester Carlson, who developed the technology that led to 
the Xerox office copier, was honored on a 21¢ stamp issued
October 21, 1988. This stamp was part of Great Americans series, 

used for postcards mailed to Canada.
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Robert Hirsch
is an artist, curator, director of Light Research, and author of 
Seizing the Light: A Social & Artistic History of Photography; 
Light and Lens: Photography in the Digital Age; Photograph-
ic Possibilities: The Expressive Use of Concepts, Ideas, 
Materials, and Processes; Exploring Color Photography: 
From Film to Pixels; and Transformational Imagemaking: 
Handmade Photography Since 1960. 

Kitty Hubbard 
is a Fulbright Scholar and Associate Professor of Art at the 
College at Brockport, State University of New York. Her 
alternative photo-based work, installation, and performance 
works have been internationally exhibited and published. 

Klaus Urbons 
is an artist, curator, researcher, and writer. Urbons began 
learning about the arts in the “Age of Gutenberg” and 
discovered the copier as an artist’ instrument in 1977. In 
1985 he founded the Museum für Fotokopie, an  
international forum for copier art and technology. 

Tom Carpenter 
is a leading practitioner of electrophotography who has 
exhibited and taught internationally. He contributed 
his knowledge and work to Photographic Possibilities: 
The Expressive Use of Concepts, Ideas, Materials, and 
Processes,  Fourth Edition. Recently he taught workshops 
at the Whitney Museum of American Art, Visual Studies 
Workshop, CEPA Gallery, and the Penumbra Foundation. 

C U R AT o R s

© Xerox Corporation. Xerox Copying Equipment Advertisement (Model A), circa 1950. Dimensions variable. Photo offset.                           
Courtesy of  Xerox Historic 



Fast, Cheap & Easy: The Copy Art Revolution is an inter-
national survey featuring over 100 artists from the 1960s 
to the present who have explored the neglected and 
underserved role of the copy machine as a quick and 
innovative method to express ideas and inexpensively 
produce and circulate copy art to a larger audience. 
Specially, the exhibition focuses on artists who worked 
in proximity to Rochester, San Francisco, and Mülheim 
an der Ruhr, Germany. 

Xerography or electrophotography is a dry photocopying  
process that was patented in 1942 by American patent 
lawyer Chester F. Carlson (1906 – 1968). However, it was 
not until 1960 that Haloid/Xerox released the Xerox 914, 
the first commercial, automatic copier. Colored toner be-
came available in the 1950s, but full color copiers were 
not commercially available until the 3M Company re-
leased its Color-in-Color copier in 1968, which used a 
combined electrophotographic dye sublimation process. 
Xerox unveiled its first electrostatic color copier in 1973. 
In a nutshell, electrophotography is based on the concept 
that opposite charges attract and like charges repel. The 
same force that holds a balloon to a wall when you rub 
on it against your hair makes electrophotography work.  

Although developed with business applications in mind, 
artists immediately saw the unintended visual advan-
tages of ordinary copiers. Running parallel to Polaroid’s 
60-second photography, the photocopier was the first 
tool in the history of photography that allowed the rapid 
creation and the remixing of any kind of visual informa-
tion. It did not take long for artists and amateurs to tap 
into the unique imagemaking possibilities these ma-
chines offered. The copy art vanguard found that it was 
a highly democratic and pluralistic process that allowed 
people to make and disseminate economical, perma-
nent, photographic-like prints without the need of an ex-
pensive and elaborate chemical darkroom or specialized 
training. Experimentation was at the fore as there was 
no established aesthetic. Prior influences incorporated 
Dada, Surrealism, and Fluxus (use of collage and mon-
tage), along with cross pollination embracing contempo-

FAsT, CHEAP & EAsy: The Copy Art Revolution 

rary graphic design trends with text, irreverent, raucous, 
and spontaneous punk rock art and music, all affected 
the maker’s psyche. Many of the individuals involved in 
copy art movement, especially on the free-wheeling West 
Coast, did not have traditional academic arts education. 
Instead, their goal was to get the concepts informing 
their work into circulation. The East Coast makers had 
more formal academic training that revolved around ed-
ucational institutions, the center of which was at Visu-
al Studies Workshop (VSW), and extended to the then 
George Eastman House (GEH), and Rochester Institute 
of Technology (RIT). 

As a result of such access and instruction at VSW, es-
pecially by Joel Swartz and Joan Lyons, these activities, 
along with others working at GEH and RIT, Rochester 
became the East Coast academic center of what would 
eventually be called the Copy Art Movement. A similar 
phenomenon of interaction among makers occurred on 
the West Coast, where a loose confederation of artists 
under the direction of Barbara Cushman (1945 – 2014) 
produced a series of copy art calendars known as the 
Color Xerox Annual from 1980 – 1984.  This collection 
was donated to the Xerox Archive in 2014 and lead to the 
exhibition The Immovable Camera: Copy Art in the Bay 
Area 1980 – 1984 at SUNY Brockport’s Tower Fine Art 
Gallery in 2015. An equivalent milieu of exchanges can 
be observed in Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany, site of 
the Museum of Photocopy and now home of the Mak-
roscope, a cultural center dedicated to the interdis-
ciplinary and experimental use of art and technology. 
Fast, Cheap & Easy highlights works that radiated from 
these personal interactions regarding the copy machine 
as an aesthetic and technical artists’ tool without 
using algorithms to drive content. 
The electrophotography process brought some immedi-
ate changes to photographic imagemaking by reversing 
its methodology. Instead of taking a camera to a sub-
ject, imagemakers now would bring a subject matter to 
the copier. Initially this converted a largely solitary activ-
ity into one of artistic collaboration and information 
sharing involving makers, scientists, and technicians.

CEPA Gallery and Western New York Book Arts Collaborative, Buffalo, NY  
September 14th – December 15th 2018
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The copy machine generated a new photographic realm 
that fostered an artistic community capable of bypass-
ing the conventional means of production, censorship, 
and circulation, foreshadowing the advent of social me-
dia. This alliance played off notions of artist collectives 
that continue through today that bypassed all the tra-
ditional gatekeepers. As Marshall McLuhan observed 
“Whereas Gutenberg made everybody a reader, Xerox 
makes everybody a publisher.” The low-cost simplic-
ity of making quick copies encouraged artists to ex-
periment and take chances, embracing the immediacy 
of the process – think it and make it now. This radical 
new system about the way we deal with visual data 
raised new challenges for people to tackle including: 
How could one make pictures that reveal the shifting 
consciousness that this fresh technological landscape 
generated? How could one encompass the dynamism 
to the machine age without becoming a machine illus-
trator? And how, by using the platen as a shallow focus 
camera could one stimulate an engaging record of pro-
cess and transformation?

The process of photocopying reveals a unique transfor-
mation of the visual input, which increases when a copy 
is recopied again and again. This can be compared 
with the feedback effects of an electric guitar in front 
of a speaker. On one hand the output becomes more 
and more distorted, but alternatively this generative 
process also creates fresh and different forms of visual 
information. For example, if this generative loss in qual-
ity is combined with enlarging an image it can yield an 
endless increase in entropy resulting in artifacts 
and quasi-fractal forms. Many of these groundbreaking 
people came of age during the turbulent 1960s of social 
protest for civil rights, free speech, and protesting

against the Vietnam War. Some of the makers engaged 
in self-expressive, counterculture activities including al-
ternative calendars, the pre-social media mail art move-
ment, and self-published zines, which dealt with cul-
tural and economic issues as well as pop culture. This 
movement that explored new aesthetics continued in 
the 1980s as punk aesthetics emerged in album covers, 
music posters, and images of political protest. Inexpen-
sive printed multiples promoted visual empowerment, 
allowing makers to author and distribute artists’ books 
and mail art that could be networked around the world. 
Conceptually, the process questioned the authenticity 
of photographic images by making it clear that pho-
tographs are not waiting to be found, but rather con-
structed by the maker. The collaborative process court-
ed chance in a manner similar to John Cage who said: 
“I don’t know why people are afraid of new ideas. I am 
afraid of old ones.” 

The inventive combination of approaches can be likened 
to a present-day DJ remix culture of visual and sound 
integration, which in turn opens up the copyright con-
troversies related to authorship and the use of appropri-
ated imagery/media to make books, prints, zines, and 
other ephemera that emphasizes the here and now and 
is not concerned with artistic mainstream aesthetics or 
trends. The diversity of makers and their works shared 
a common thread, whether the pieces addressed po-
litical dissent or sexual preference, the energy of their 
outsider, non-regimental point of view expressed itself 
in terms of personal, anti-institutional representation. 
Numerous artists assumed a separate identity includ-
ing: Art Foot; Art for Bards; Basile; Art Liquidation 
Front; Carioca; Fast, Cheap, Easy; F-Stop Fitzgerald; 
Pandamonium; and Thought Crimes. Such names 
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©  Bob Basile. Elvis-Product-Success-Price, 1979. 8.5 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print. 
Left © Biff Henrich. Untitled, 1975-76. 8.5 x 102 inches. Electrostatic prints.  

acted as a forerunner of contemporary social media 
where people on Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter may 
be known by a nom de plume/pseudonym (a visual 
double, much like a copy), generating a social identity. 
This also led to the founding of groups of like-minded 
people such as Louise Odes Neaderland’s Internation-
al Society of Copier Artists (1982—2003). Regrettably, 
most of the people who pioneered this cutting-edge 
working method have gone largely unrecognized by the 
art establishment. Fast, Cheap & Easy: The Copy Art 
Revolution brings such scintillating work to the pub-
lic’s attention in hopes that it may inspire new artistic 
endeavors, academic scholarship, and appreciation. 

The featured artists are those whose body of work most 
resonated with the curators. That said, we have repro-
duced as many works as possible. Unless otherwise 
noted, all works are courtesy of the artists. The artists’ 
book portion of the show was initially presented at 
Western New York Book Arts Collaborative (WNYBAC) 
and later moved to CEPA Gallery to extend display of the 
works. Additional information about the makers can be 

found online by searching the artist’s name. In conjunc-
tion with this project, Tom Carpenter conducted Xerox 
camera portrait workshops for both children and adults.

The curators want to acknowledge the San Francisco 
Bay area artist, Jack Perkins (AKA Thought Crimes) 
who applied “Fast, Cheap and Easy” as one of his 
color Xerox postcard product line names, which was 
marketed at Ripped Records of Berkeley, CA by 
Perkins, J. Stoll, and Joey Patrickt. Klaus Urbons 
recommended the mischievous title. We acknowledge 
the CEPA staff including Lawrence Brose, Lauren Tent, 
Lynda Kaszubski, and intern Christine Petrick, designer 
of the exhibition posters. Special thanks to Kate Gady 
for the outstanding job of installing this show and Ruby 
Merritt for catalog design, research assistance plus 
organizing and maintaining the written materials and 
database. The artists’ statements and biographies 
were prepared by Robert Hirsch and Kitty Hubbard. 
We are most grateful to the generosity of our essay-
ists Dr. Kate Eichhorn, New School, New York; Herbert 
Lachmayer, curator, Vienna, Austria; and Dr. Beate Reese, 
Director of Kunstmuseum, Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany. 
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Above: © Betty Hahn. Soft Daguerreotype, (cover case not shown), 1974. 9.5 x 12.5 x 2 inches. Electrostatic transfer, fabric, 
wood, hardware.  Courtesy of the Visual Studies Workshop.

We thank the following for their research 

assistance in making this project possible: 

Copy Art – Jean-Claude Baudot Collection, Paris, 
France.; International Society of Copier Artists, The 
University of Iowa Libraries, IA; Albin O. Kuhn Library & 
Gallery, Kunstmuseum Mülheim an der Ruhr, Mülheim, 
Germany; Thomas Beck and Susan Graham at Univer-
sity of Maryland, Baltimore, MD; Dr. James Maynard at 
The Poetry and Rare Books Collection, University at 
Buffalo, Buffalo, NY; Jessica Johnson and Tate Shaw 
at the Visual Studies Workshop, Rochester, NY; Gail 
Nicholson and Rosemary Williams at Western New York 
Book Arts Collaborative (WNYBAC), Buffalo, NY. Spe-
cial thanks to Judith Cushman, in memory of Barbara 
Cushman, in support of publishing this catalog. 

  Robert Hirsch, Buffalo, New York 

Right © Donna Mae Shaver. 1984, 1984. 14 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print.
Top Above: © Gail Nicholson. Posing Eva May (red), 1986. 11 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print.
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on Copi es,  Art & li fe

With art forms such as Mail Art, Visual Poetry, 
Happenings or Performance, Copy Art developed in the 
1960s and 1970s in waves at various places around the 
Fluxus movement. The work with the copier is under-
stood as an artistic process, less than an independent 
art direction. (1) Not many artists like Klaus Urbons have 
dedicated themselves solely to copy art. It often appears 
in conjunction with other techniques and art forms, as 
well as with print graphics and graphic arts processes. In 
this respect, it is also seen and classified as a sub-group 
of prints. (2) Klaus Urbons  emphasizes the technologi-
cal aspect of this art by placing it in the broad field 
of electrographic art. In addition to video and fax, the 
copier is broadly understood to be an electronic form of 
photography and film (as well as telegraphy communi-
cations and printing) that use the techniques of light and 
operate on the basis of electricity and electronics. (3)

The discovery of the copier as an artistic  tool unfolded 
over time.  The key breakthrough was the realization 
that the  copier, which was designed as a technology of 
office communication, could be used to promote com-
munication within the  artist  community (Mail Art) and 
as a medium of image production and implementation.  
Discussions on the extension of the concept of art 
and the democratization of art promoted artistic exper-
iments on the copier and the development of copy art. 
Initially fascinated by the fast process of copying, the 
visual explosiveness of the copy and its plug-in accu-
racy, the scope of design expanded with the technical 
innovations such as color, enlargement, reduction, 
zoom, and the inclusion of human and machine errors 
(chance). For copy art artist Roland Henss-Dewald, 
copy  machines opened a new universe as he strived 
to overcome the boundaries of the medium:  New 
visions through thoughtful shrinking and thoughtless 
‘pulling up.’ Visual recycling with electrostatic 
forces. Images were decomposed, deprived of their 
individuality, to expose their nature, to unmask it. (4)

This shifted the focus from the object being 
photographed to the process of creation and the 
specific aesthetics of the copy. Whether and when 
a copy becomes art is at the discretion of the artist, 
who controls and influences the imaging and transla-
tion process. The most obvious manifestation of copy 
art is the contradiction between the original and the 
copy. Certainly every artistic examination of the tech-
nical apparatus expresses this contradiction, “Here the 
routine based on repetition, there the tendency of the 
artist to uniqueness; here the mass product, there the 
one-off piece ...”(5) But in copy art, this ambivalence is 
not neutralized, as in photography, by an artificial lim-
itation of the editions, but rather thematized. A look at 
the short history and the context of copy arts’ origins 
shows that the questioning of the prevailing concept of 
originality was, if not intended, at least reflected upon 
by the copy art artists. As incunabula (a book print-
ed in Europe before 1501), Timm Ulrich’s works “The 
Photocopy of Photocopy of Photocopy” (1967) and 
“Walter Benjamin: ‘The Artwork in the Age of its Me-
chanical Reproduction’ Interpretation” (1985), are ref-
erenced here. The latter was acquired by the Center 
Pompidou in Paris in May 2018. (6) For this work, which 
as created by making 100 photocopies, Ulrich repro-
duced the title of Walter Benjamin’s groundbreaking 
work “The Art in the Age of Its Mechanical Reproduc-
tion” as a copy of the previous copy, until the original 
source was no longer readable. The loss of the aura of 
a work of art described by Benjamin becomes imme-
diately clear in relation to the loss of data in the copy. 

It should be noted that the examination of the origi-
nal and authorship, craftsmanship versus technically 
controlled processes accompanies the work with the 
copier. Numerous works reflect this problem, as did 
Klaus Urbons’ work Zeitraum 12 - 12 Hours (1987). It 
emerged from a copy art performance that took place 
in the Alte Post in Mülheim an der Ruhr, the present-day 
home of the Kunstmuseum. For twelve hours, Urbons
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© Xerox Corporation. Front cover of a 1960 sales brochure, (Model D), 1960. Dimensions variable. Photo offset. Courtesy of 
Xerox Historic Archives.
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captured the passing of time by copying the hands of 
a kitchen clock once a second and using the resulting 
copies arranged in the showroom to convey the 
dimension and extent of the past time in the room. The 
monotonous, almost ritualistic act of copying is just as 
much a part of the work as the image of an everyday 
timepiece created by the copying process. Only in the 
course of their arrangement, do the copies become 
a work of art that formulates the claim of an original.

With a wink and a nod, David Hockney implemented the 
copier’s special properties of being fast, inexpensive, 
easy, and available, to declare his copy works as “home-
made prints.” Other experimental and intermedia artists 
and photographers recognized the potential of working 
with the photocopier. One example is Sigmar Polke, 
who used 400 “xerographies” in 24 episodes for his last 
artist book Daphne (2003),  which was published 
during his lifetime. (7) This publication, conceived 
in collaboration with Reiner Speck, deals with the trans-
formability of forms and the creative process of the artist.

While the pioneers of copy art have often been 
forgotten, Klaus Urbons has observed that copy art 
does receive  special attention “when it is made by 
well-known artists such as  Beuys, Blume, Chadwick,  
Hockney, Munari, Polke, Tillmanns, Trockel or Ulrichs 
...” (8).

In a way, this also applies to the artistic work of Klaus 
Urbons, who has devoted his life to the dissemination 
and exploration of copy art. Urbons pathbreaking lead 
to his founding of the world’s first Museum of 
Photocopy in 1985 in Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany.
(9) As copy art gained more attention, another venue, 
the Museo International de Electrografia (MIDE) was 
founded in Cuenca, Spain. (10) Urbons’ concept was 
to collect selected copiers and make them available to 
interested artists and distribute copy art exhibitions.
He presented the opening exhibition with his collection 
of photocopiers and works by Roland Henss-Dewald, 
Jürgen O. Olbrich, Timm Ulrichs, Herbert W. Franke 
and of his own hand. He worked closely with Jürgen 

Above: © Tom Carpenter.  Klaus Urbons, 2016. 8.5 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print.  
Right: © Roland Henss-Dewald. Face, 1986. 11.5 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic print. 
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© Joey Patrickt. Smashing Red Dada, 1984. 
14 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print.

Hollis Frampton (1936-1984) is internationally recognized as a pioneering filmmaker, art theorist, photographer, and 
writer. From 1973—1984, Frampton was on the faculty of the Department of Media Study at the University at 
Buffalo.

Bottom Left © John Coplans. Self Portrait (Hands # 10), 1988. 
11 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print. Courtesy of Amanda Means, 

Trustee, The John Coplans Trust.

11

Top © The Estate of Hollis Frampton. 
She Was (aka Terry), 1979. 9 x 11.5 inches. Electrostatic print. 

Courtesy of Dean Brownrout Modern/Contemporary.
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O. Olbrich, who performed on the copier with his body 
under the banner of Action Art and Body Art. (11) The 
commitment to copy art and the operation of so-called 
autonomous artist spaces, especially in contrast to the 
prevailing art world trends, are inextricably linked with 
Urbons work. Instead of focusing on the economic 
usability of art, he sought to realize grassroots art forms 
in the sense of an art for all.  This included countering 
the isolated work in the studio with cooperative forms 
of production and establishing a kind of counter-public-
ity to the conventional art public. His early copy works 
from the late 1970s and 1980s,  some of which  have  
been  included in the collection of the Kunstmuseum 
Mülheim an der Ruhr, (12) also show a socio-critical at-
titude. By means of overlay, montage, and cross-fading, 
standardized gender roles are questioned. Even 
temporal cultural and technical epochs and devel-
opments are subjected to a simultaneous and com-
parative examination by means of montage and 
crossfading.

At this point, one may ask why Mülheim an der Ruhr, 
along with Berlin and Cologne, was able to develop into 
a center of copy art. As Urbons began with copy art, 
Mülheim an der Ruhr as a “nucleus of experimental film” 
that sent international impulses.(13) A major impact was 
the return from Hamburg in 1978 of the experimental 
film artists Werner Nekes and Dore O. to the Ruhr city 
to continue cinematic creation with Christoph Schlin-
gensief and Helge Schneide. They developed her ex-
perimental film-artistic works in deliberate delimitation 
from the narrative structures of mainstream cinema and 
its viewing habits. Nekes worked as a fi lmmaker, 
artist, media theorist, and collector. His encyclope-
dic collection on the history of perception and the 
prehistory of the film, which he collected over decades, 
is still being shown worldwide. The creative circle 
around Werner Nekes and Dore O. also included Klaus 
Urbons, who was sensitized by his image-analytical 
engagement with the medium of film. (14) For Urbons, 
Nekes was the “spiritus rector” of those years. Nekes’ 
and Dore O.’s influence may also have motivat-
ed Urbons to devote himself to the then new Copy Art 
Movement. Towards the end of the 1990s, the loosely 
organized copy art group stalled due to the rise of com-
puter-based media art. Also, artists like Georg Mühleck, 
who came as a draftsman and painter to Montréal for

copigraphy, switched from copy art to digital media 
to better achieve his artistic intentions. Urbons shift-
ed his emphasis from artmaking to that of a collector 
and author. In 1992, his Museum of Photocopy was 
included as an “exhibit in the exhibition Trivial Machines, 
which was initiated by Michael Fehr at the Karl Ernst 
Osthaus Museum in Hagen Germany. (15) Fehr de-
voted himself in a novel way to imaging techniques 
in the field of science and technology.   In addition to 
the photocopiers, he also assembled medical  
devices that have greatly expanded our knowledge 
of the human body and its functions – with far-reach-
ing implications for contemporary art. In the spirit 
of a revival, Urbons, Jan Ehlen, Gabriele Klages, and 
Jerome Krüger founded the “Makroscope” in 2013 in 
the center of Mülheim. Makroscope is dedicated to 
the photocopy and its intersection with art,  tech-
nology, and science. The resource also functions as an 
artist laboratory and exhibition venue, introducing a 
younger generation of artists to the practice.

According to Urbons, the acceptance of copy art by the 
art establishment still has not occurred saying: “Copy 
art is now at a point that corresponds to that of the 
photographic art from the 1920s to the 1960s. There are 
only a small number of collectors and museum copy art 
collections usually just live a shadowy existence.” (16).
This restraint is less due to the quality of the works of 
art than to the open questions about the preservation of 
these works.

Beate Reese Kunstmuseum Mülheim an der Ruhr 
Original in German.Translated by Klaus Urbons 

and edited by Robert Hirsch.

Previous Bottom Left © David Hockney. Flowers, 
Apple, Pears on Table, 1986. 23.6 x 12.2 inches. 
Electrostatic print collage. Courtesy of the Museum für 
Fotokopie, Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany.

Previous Top Right © Carioca (Carrie Helser). Weight 
Watchers’ Washout, 1976. 9 x 12.4 inches. Electrostatic 
prints, menu cover.

Previous Bottom Right © Stefan Brandstifter & Andrea 
Esswein. Eat Your Copy, 2016. 8.2 x 5.7 inches. 
Electrostatic print.  Courtesy of the Museum für 
Fotokopie, Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany.
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Left: ©  

1. Hilke Wagner, “Copy Art,” in: Metzler Lexikon der Avantgarden. Edited by Hubert van den Berg und Walter Fähnders, Stuttgart,   
 Weimar 2009, page 178 f. 

2. https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Copy_Art, Accessed on July 12, 2018.

3. Klaus Urbons, Elektrografie. Analoge und digitale Bilder, Cologne 1994, page 14.

4. Roland Henß-Dewald [Henss-Dewald], “Understanding Copying - Confession of an Obsession” (1985), in: Elektrografie Analoge
 und digitaleBilder, pp. 68-74, p. 70. (in German)

5. Gottfried Jäger, Bildgebende Fotografie, Cologne 1988, p. 265.

6. https: // de. wentrupgallery. com / news as well as https: // de. wentrupgallery.com/artist/select/Timm Ulrichs, accessed July 14,
 2018.

7. Sigmar Polke, Daphne. Ed. and text by Reiner Speck, Cologne 2003. 11.5 x 16 inches, edition: 1000 numbered and signed
 copies. One copy is in the collection of the Kunstmuseum Mülheim an der Ruhr.
  
8. Interview of the author with Klaus Urbons in the Makroscope on July 25, 2018.

9. The website of the collection of Jean-Claude Baudot incorrectly lists the founding year of 1976 as well as the decisive actor of
 the German Copy Art artist Jürgen O. Olbrich, “participent à la création du 1er musée au monde consacré aux phot
 copieurs et au copy art à Mülheim -an-der-Ruhr. ” https://www.copyart.fr / le -copy art, accessed on 15.7.2018.

10. In 1986, the two later founders of the Spanish Museum of Electrography visited Klaus Urbons in Mülheim an der Ruhr.

11. In 1980, Olbrich and Urbons met with Rolf Behme in the group Trikop.

12. Museum director Christel Denecke, who extended the printmaking collection of the Mülheim Kunstmuseum to include Ame-
 rican Pop Art with series such as Flash by Andy Warhol, promoted and accompanied the activities of Klaus Urbons in-  
cognito. Entrance to the collection also found some copy art works by Klaus Urbons.

13. Beate Ermacora, TANDEM. Eine Ausstellung als Überraschungspaket. 50 Jahre Mülheimer Kunstverein e. V. Ausst. Kat. Kust
 museum Mülheim an der Ruhr 2006, S. 8-12, hier S. 8.

14. In 1981 Urbons put on a copy art performance in Nekes’ off space “Prokinoff” in Mülheim. He also appeared in films as an  
 extra.

15. Michael Fehr, Markus Müller, Klaus Urbons, Trivial Machines I, Cologne 1992.

16. Interview of the author with Klaus Urbons in the Makroscope on July 25, 2018.

Above left: © Photocopier using Xerox 6500, ND. 3.1 x 3.2 inches. Diffusion-transfer print.  Above Right: © Roland Henss-Dewald. 
Smith, circa 1989. 11.5 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic print.



© David Bolyard. Homage to Chester Carlson, 1986. 14 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print. Courtesy of Jean-Claude Baudot Collection. 

Right © Joan Linder. Copier (Homage to Giorgio Morandi), 2000. 40 x 50 inches. Oil on canvas.
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on Art an d an U g ly Machi n e
Unlike many old machines—old cars, typewriters, and 
even toasters—the resale market for old copy machines 
is virtually non-existent. As most technologies age, their 
utility wanes but people come to fetishize these ma-
chines, or at least their parts, for entirely new reasons. 
Old typewriters, for example, are frequently repurposed 
as accessories and sometimes even broken down—
their keys amputated from arms and repurposed to 
craft bracelets and earrings. By contrast, old copy 
machines seem to have little or no value whatsoever 
once they stop turning out copies.

Large, clunky and often despised even during their 
working lifespan, when copy machines break down, 
that’s it—they are either carted off and dumped or 
pushed into a back room and forgotten. Even the world’s 
only significant collection of copy machines, which was 
developed by copy artist Klaus Urbons and later ware-
housed in the Deutsches Technikmuseum, remains in 
storage rather than on display. The message is obvious: 

Copy machines never had much aesthetic appeal and 
may even be the world’s ugliest machines. But this 
doesn’t mean that copy machines played a marginal 
role in the history of twentieth-century art. 

To be clear, copy machines were never marketed 
directly to artists. They were most aggressively mar-
keted to businesses. Specifically, they were marketed 
as office technologies that might eventually replace a 
certain class of office workers—namely, female clerical 
workers. In fact, Xerox’s advertising campaigns in the 
late 1950s to 1960s took great pains to demonstrate 
just how much smarter, faster and more accurate their 
copy machines were than the average clerical worker. 
But when one steps back, it becomes clear that Xerox’s 
engineers—and perhaps even  Chester  Carlson, 
xerography’s inventor—were never singularly fo-
cused on creating an office machine. 

In the late 1940s to early 1950s, before Xerox machines
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© Xerox Corporation. Xerox Color Copier Advertisement, Model 6500. April 1973. Dimensions variable. Photo offset. 
Courtesy of Xerox Historical Archives.



started to be marketed to businesses, schools, and 
libraries, the proposed applications for xerography 
extended well beyond the limited applications that 
would later be promoted to businesses. A Haloid Com-
pany brochure from 1949 lists the following functions 
among the process’s “present and future applications:” 

 Copying of letters and other type 
 written or handwritten materials, documents,  
 plans, charts, line drawings etc. on ordinary  
 papers for offices, factories, libraries, through
 a camera or by contact printing. 

 Making master plates for the graphic
 arts—lithography—photo-engraving—
 printing. 

 Printing or duplicating with powder instead
 of ink. 

 Transferring of designs, lettering, printing, 
 trademarks, etc. to ceramics, porcelain,
 glassware, metal, wood, etc. 

 Printing on cloth and fabrics. 

 Semi-micro photography. 

 Recording dial readings, scale weights,
 electrical meters, etc. 
 
 Making templates. 

 Recording X-rays, spectrographs—other
 scientific and technical uses. 

 Direct continuous tone photography.  

In other words, during its development, the copy ma-
chine—at least from the perspective of the Haloid Com-
pany, which would later become Xerox—offered the 
potential to be used as a tool in fields as diverse as 
healthcare (X-rays), fashion (printing on cloth and 
fabrics) and art (photography and collage). At the time, 

there was specific optimism about the so-called 
“xerocamera.” In an October 22, 1948, press release, 
a supervisor of graphic arts at Haloid’s Battelle Memoral 
Institute offered the following prediction: “When fully 
developed, the entire process can be incorporated into 
a portable xerocamera. With such a camera, the picture 
taker can snap the shutter and in a few seconds pull 
out a finished xeroprint. If he doesn’t like the picture, he 
can discard it and try again, using the same xeroplate.”

Although it is impossible to say for certain, all this 
imaginative speculation may have had at least some-
thing to do with xerography’s inventor, who was by 
no means an entirely conventional engineer himself. 
Despite his training in both law and science, Carlson 
was open-minded enough to entertain some ideas that 
many people would consider eccentric or simply kooky. 
After all, among his many philanthropic causes was an 
extrasensory perception laboratory at Duke University 
and several programs run by the American Society for 
Psychical Research—an organization established in the 
late- nineteenth century to investigate topics such as 
telepathy, clairvoyance, and psychokinesis. Whether 
Carlson’s own penchant for outside-the-box thinking 
somehow got hardwired into his invention is unclear. 
What we do know is that despite Xerox’s clear attempt 
to market copy machines as business machines, by the 
late 1960s, they were being deployed by artists in ways 
that ran entirely against the grain of their supposed 
function.

The most ambitious attempt to turn copy machines into 
creative image-making machines was arguably the 
experiment that unfolded in Sonia Sheridan’s class-
room/laboratory at the School of the Art Institute of 
Chicago over a roughly ten year period from the late 
1960s to late 1970s. Sheridan was so optimistic about 
xerography, she established a graduate program cen-
tered largely on the use and modification of copy ma-
chines and other “generative systems,” which was the 
term she used to describe these new forms of visual 
reproduction. While Sheridan may have been using 
copy machines in ways that ran against their expect-
ed or common use in the 1960s, her vision wasn’t
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© Sonia Sheridan and Keith Smith. Smithsonian, 1973. 11 x 12.5 inches. Electrostatic print book. Courtesy of the Visual Studies 
Workshop.

entirely out of sync with Carlson’s vision nor the vision 
held by Haloid Company engineers in the late 1940s to 
early 1950s. One might even argue that Sheridan was 
simply realizing the company’s earlier desire to develop 
xerography as a rival to conventional photography and 
conventional approaches to printing.

While Sheridan’s program wouldn’t last forever, during 
its relatively short run, Sheridan attracted dozens of 
students who joined her in a lab equipped with  
Xerox, 3M, and Kodak black-and-white and color copy 
machines. Convinced that copy machines not only of-
fered an innovative but also democratizing method of 
image making, Sheridan once declared, “We are now 
witnessing the reappearance of image making as a hu-
man endeavor.”  That copy machines were instant and 
enabled users to control all aspects of the image-mak-
ing process was critical to Sheridan. Understanding 
that these machines had been designed to carry out 
specific types of work, however, Sheridan also encour-
aged her students to get under the hood of the machines

in her lab in order to make modifications that might pry 
open an even broader range of image-making possibil-
ities. 

By the early 1980s, Sheridan’s efforts to teach 
image making on copy machines—along with a few 
isolated efforts at other art schools—were already in 
decline as curricular needs and interest in copy ma-
chines shifted. This, however, did not mark the end of 
copy art. A small cohort of artists, including American 
artists like Pati Hill and Barbara Cushman, continued 
to actively produce copy art throughout the 1980s and 
beyond. In Germany, artists such as Klaus Urbons were 
also working with copy machines in ways that extended 
and pushed Sheridan’s vision of “generative systems.” 
Alongside visual artists’ engagements with copy ma-
chines, throughout the 1980s and into the 1990s, copy 
machines were taken up by a wide range of other 
creative types who used the machines to turn out 
everything from zines and mail art to posters and 
pornography. This is why back in the 1980s to early
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1990s, copy shops, especially those open 24 hours 
a day, were often the best places to meet artists, 
activists, and outsiders of all kinds. If you had just 
arrived in a new city and wanted to quickly discover 
the local music, art or activist scenes, the best place 
to start was a copy shop. But this also may be pre-
cisely what has made the copy machine’s relationship 
to late twentieth-century art so difficult to historicize. 

A radically democratizing form of image making, copy 
machines opened up new possibilities for artists 
but also for everyone else. People used copy ma-
chines to turn out posters for punk shows and used 
the same machines to photocopy their body parts.  

People also used copy machines to produce memo-
ry books, community cookbooks, and DIY guides of 
all kinds. These activities often took place on copy 
machines located in public places—copy shops 
and libraries—and were carried out alongside artists. 
In what many would consider a post-xerographic era—
after all, today’s copy machines are digital and the im-
ages they produce are profoundly different than those 
produced on the machines one would have found in 
Sheridan’s lab back in the late 1960s to 1970s—it can 
be difficult to draw a clear line between “copy art” and 
simply copies. What’s clear is that while copy machines 
will likely never be fetishized as artifacts, these ugly 
machines were once profound engines of creativity.

Kate Eichhorn, New York, August 2018

 1 “Xerography: Present and Future Applications,” in Xerography, brochure produced by the Haloid Company, 
November 1949; source: Chester Carlson’s scrapbooks.

 2  Sonia Landy Sheridan, as cited in Steve Ditlea, “Introduction and Background Information,” in Patrick Firpo et al., eds. Copy 
Art: The First Complete Guide to the Copy Machine (New York: Richard Marek Publishers, 1978), p.9. 
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Fast, Cheap & Easy installed in the CEPA Underground Gallery. 
Foreground. © Nancy Topolski. Family, 1993. 64 x 64 inches. Fabric, thread, electrostatic print (as paper litho).
Background. © Nancy Topolski. Beloved Quilt Series, 2002, 57 x 52 inches. Fabric, thread, electrostatic print (as paper litho), embroidery. 





From 1980 to 1984 Barbara Cushman produced and directed an Annual 
Coopenative Xerox Calendar, in the San Francisco Bay Area, featuring a network 
of over 125 artists primarily from the West Coast but from as far away as Europe. 

Below © CEPA Gallery. Fast, Cheap & Easy: The Copy Art Revolution Calendar Art Project Installation, 2018. Buffalo, NY.
Left: © Top, left to right: Rocola, Barske, Shaver. Center: Castro, Carioca. Bottom, left to right: Unknown, Heyward, Rocola



I n the Beginning There Was [the] Copy: 

From the Art of drawing 
to Copy Art

Among the initial myths of the classical avant-garde is 
the delimitation of the established art techniques, such 
as drawing, etching, painting, and sculpting, from newly 
gained representation techniques that include collage, 
copies, blueprints, photographs, digital imaging, film, 
and mixed media, to create modes of production of art. 
However, when the result of the experiment is only “art” 
for a few, the anti-avant-garde majority will sardonically 
cry: “oh, so much for high art.” Many of these tech-
niques, which define the framework of art production, 
have taken their starting point in drawing. Even if, for 
example, the camera seems to be superficially 
unrelated to the drawing pen, one still speaks of a 
“sharp-edged image,” of a “soft-drawing lens.” among 
others. However, the paths also lead back to drawing. 
Think of Arnulf Rainer’s overpainted or “oversubscribed” 
self-portrait photographic series. Often, such innovative 
presentation techniques, with their radical challenges of 
the conventional art canon, were a polemical affront to 
great masters of craftsmanship in painting, cold-needle 
etching, woodcut, copper engraving, and their highly 
stylized, always valuable art product. 

The technical expansion of art’s repertoire of production 
was also largely accompanied by the expansion in con-
tent of an art concept that relativized traditional quality 
criteria and generally encouraged the development of 
art in new directions. These technical innovations did 
not always find their way to the “new art.” Consider 
graffiti or industrial enamel techniques, that despite the 
various stages of becoming art, reveal how futile it 
can be to introduce populist aesthetics, such as 
airbrushing, to the higher spheres of art, freed from the 

social sweat of committed, aesthetic production. All 
these methods of representation are intertwined: once 
the auratic work of art is on the line of fire, a radicalized 
avant-garde manages to enforce the “shock prod-
uct without aura” against traditionalist solidity. Other 
times lapidary drawing, such as in Cy Twombly, gains 
an almost extremist sharpness, although formally noth-
ing so spectacular was driven. As one literally sees, the 
entanglements of presentation techniques have always 
had the revolutionary heroization on the content-relat-
ed, but only later on the formal side. In the repro-
ducibility of art, however, many techniques that facil-
itate this have the odor (ogun/war) of art destruction per 
se, because for the conventional understanding of great 
art in the nineteenth-century, the fetish “uniqueness of 
the original” is immutable. Reproductive techniques, 
even graphic “copying,” are derogatory, stigmatized by 
almost immoral subalternity as hostile to art. In the age 
of his “technical reproducibility,” to speak with Walter 
Benjamin, art is also freed from beautiful appearance 
by the fact that the sheer endless repeatability calls into 
question the uniqueness of substantial grand art of old 
style. On the other hand, it creates something absolute-
ly new, which to call “Art”, and to understand it as such, 
means for the recipient a cognitive and progressive act 
in the emancipatory, greedy consciousness of moder-
nity. The presentation techniques of photography, film, 
and television thus become “media.” In turn, instances 
of aesthetic mediation in which the content, reference 
Marshall McLuhan, is no longer even the “message” in 
this mediation technique, that is the medium itself.
Nevertheless, drawing and, ultimately, painting, always 
could compete “against” the media, not only alienated – 
but at the same time avant-garde ennobled. As a result,

Dedicated to Peter Huemer for his 
pioneering work over the years. 
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© Paulo Bruschky. Marcel Duchamp, undated. 13 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic print. Courtesy of the Museum für Fotokopie, 
Mülheim an der Ruhr, Germany.

in the protection of high art, but even in the spotlight of 
advertising. “Bildschön” (the very beautiful), can be a 
photograph, as long as it only counsels to the highest 
idealizations of painting. The correspondences are just 
not so direct, but just “mediated.” Only through such a 
mediality of representation techniques do they become 
mixable in the strict sense; only in this way can they be

integrated operationally into the multimedia reality of 
our phenomenal world. Even photo-based copy art 
stands in this tradition of technological innovations of 
the classical modern age, belonging to the real expan-
sions of art techniques in the sense described above: 
an office activity is “discovered” for the purpose of art 
production and thus copy art is on the one hand close
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to the reproductive slope of Andy Warhol, but on the 
other hand committed to the idea of the ready-made by 
Marcel Duchamp to Joseph Beuys and their suc-
cessors – not analogous, but consistent in its contin-
uation of the progress dynamics of postwar modernism, 
which already knows the lulls of modernity. On the other 
hand, copy art coagulates with the irony of postmodern-
ism, with which it shares the devaluation and simultane-
ously, the highly stylized aestheticization of the primary 
original (quotable and interpretable model) as a special 
object. Thus it pays homage to the endless agony of the 
copying process as a principle of creativity and most in-
terestingly, the reprehensible metamorphosis of artistic 
creativity. In this endlessness, which is native to the 
aesthetic character of photocopying, there is a de-
valuing tendency of any symbolism, whereby copy art 
stands out from the ultimately “iconic” postmodernism, 
which lives from coquetry with the epigone (an imitator).

The Global-Art-Fusion was a 1985 collaboration via fax-machine between Beuys, 
Warhol, and Higashiyama. Initiated and curated by Ueli Fuchser of Bern Switzer-
land as a gesture against the Cold War. The first image is the Philosopher’s 
Stone by Beuys, who sent his drawing to Warhol. Warhol added his drawing and 
faxed both to Tokyo where Higashiyama added his contribution including the 
text: “Even a weed has the precious gift of life.”  He then sent the completed fax 
to the Museum of Modern Art in Palais Lichtenstein/Vienna in Austria. The 
original fax was a thermal print on special paper, which is similar to today’s 
supermarket bills. A German video of the event can be viewed at: 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=lteLawoyTC0

In the sense of a self-sufficient aesthetic of “Resteverw-
ertung” (“up-cycling” as opposed to recycling) by utiliz-
ing the remainders of printed media to make something 
new. Copy art also approves of those who speak of the 
chance of art for everyone with the means of everyday 
aesthetics. On the other hand, for the true virtuosos of 
copy art, the copying machine can become a Stradivar-
ius, allowing one to elicit unusual and surprising sounds 
even when made by Canon, Minolta, and Xerox. With 
moving objects and opposing overlays to the machine’s 
copy direction effects are obtained that have a distinc-
tive own aesthetic quality, incomparably stubborn com-
pared to the copied originals, which are only helped by 
the process of copying to new authenticity, timeliness, 
saying Yes, to a new life. In the sense of the title, an 
original can actually fade into something secondary to 
the copy.  

Herbert Lachmayer, curator, Vienna, Austria 
 Original in German.  Translated by Klaus Urbons and 

edited by Robert Hirsch. 

© Global-Art-Fusion (G-A-F), Joseph Beuys, Kaii Higashiyama and Andy Warhol. 1986. 8.25 x 32.25 inches. 
Silkscreen from fax. Courtesy of Klaus Urbons Collection, the Museum für Fotokopie, Mülheim an der Ruhr, 
Germany, and the Andy Warhol Foundation for the Visual Arts, Inc/Artists Rights Society (ARS) New York, NY.



© Sigmar Polke. Untitled, 2002. 11.5 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic print.  Courtesy of the Museum für Fotokopie, Mülheim an 
der Ruhr, Germany. 26
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Ambrogi’s photographic work has often returned to 
environmental imaging, exploring how perception 
and knowledge and understanding evolve through 
our continuing observations and interactions with a 
world we watch closely. For example, Ambrogi built 
her own camera to document the garden in her back 
yard altering the camera’s reception to mirror her 
experience.

Patti Ambrogi recalls: “Opening boxes of work from 
the 1970’s was an act requiring great reflection. The 
work was made during years of study at the Visual 
Studies Workshop (VSW). The Eastman House (GEH) 
was across the street, and on Fridays I had a stand-
ing appointment in the archive. I walked through the 
gardens of the GEH, up the stairs, past the water 
cooler where the large prints were stored, and contin-
ued up another flight to the attic archive. I brought my 
own gloves. I carefully chose the boxes that I would 
open and study that afternoon. I remember the work 
of Betty Hahn’s brightly colored gum prints that I took

down often. Later, the box of letters by Jerry Uels-
mann written to curator Nathan Lyons, describing 
Uelsmann’s efforts to define his evolving picture 
making process and his responses to the challenges 
Nathan would make to him. 

It was a different world. Many came to higher 
education on the GI Bill. We came from very different 
experiences, but we all believed the future would 
be different than the past and open to us with great 
promise. We believed we had a place in it. And that 
the rules were there to be turned in our hands and 
rewritten.”

Ambrogi studied at the Accademia d’Arte in Florence 
and the University of Siena in Italy, and the Summer 
Shakespearean Institute at Oxford University, 
England, and later earned her MFA from the Visual 
Studies Workshop in Rochester, NY. She taught 
at the School of Photographic Arts and Sciences 
at the Rochester Institute of Technology (RIT) from 
1981—2015.

© Patti Ambrogi. Fast, Cheap & Easy Installation, 2018. CEPA Gallery, Buffalo, NY.
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© Patti Ambrogi and Tony Petracca. Untitled (Portrait of the Artists), 1976. 17.5 x 24.75 inches. Electrostatic toner transfers, 
pencil, pastels. 
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In his self-published book, Just Call Me Charlie 
(2006), Arnold wrote: “I began to use Xerography to 
make images when I discovered a strange linear lost 
and found edge created when one tries to copy large 
areas of black on an office copier. Then, experiments 
with Flat Bed (Haloid) equipment made it possible for 
me to use fine papers of various colors. Later I found 
that I could hold or lose my black and alter imagery from 
positive to negative. I can complete an image in seven 
minutes!” 

Charlie Arnold (1922—2011), a photography professor 
at the Rochester Institute of Technology, was the first 
known artist to extensively work with the Haloid Xerox 
equipment. He crafted exquisite still lifes with deep rich 
blacks and incredible gradations. He modified the large 
Xerox camera to meet his aesthetic criteria. Arnold did 
away with the document holder and cut off over a foot 
of original camera bed length. He mounted his modified 
camera on an early nineteenth century studio camera 
stand. This do-it-yourself setup allowed him to move 
the camera and make height and angle adjustments 

with ease. Arnold made custom toner colors. Using 
standard color copier toners, he mixed his own sepia 
colored browns. He also worked extensively with white 
toner on black paper, which was used by Disney in 
making animation cells, but not widely available. 

© The Estate of Charles Arnold. Untitled, 1984. 11 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print with white toner on black paper. 

© The Estate of Charles Arnold. Untitled, 1984. 10 x 13 inches. 
Electrostatic print with white toner on black paper. 
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Thomas Barrow recollects: “My Verifax prints were 
made over 45 years ago and the original reasons for 
making them are now altered by time.  I think my friends 
and colleagues at the then George Eastman House, 
Alice Andrews, Robert Fichter, Harold Jones, and 
Robert Sobieszek, to name a few, were attracted to this, 
even then disdained the copy machine for the ‘wrong’ 
reasons. Fichter said it made a ‘wet mess that no secre-
tary in her right mind would want.’ Plus the process was 
expensive. A single copy from a Verifax cost five times 
more than a Xerox.  

Essentially Kodak put nineteenth-century darkroom 
technology into a twentieth-century office machine. 
The somewhat involved silver-based, wet process  
required frequent replacement of the “activator” 

as well as a matrix and receptor paper.  However, the 
finished print, as well as the matrix had an odd tonal 
quality that was more akin to a lithograph or heavily inked 
etching than to any gelatin silver process.  And at the 
same time it was a precise facsimile of what had been 
placed on the platen. Although Kodak discontinued the  
process in 1973, I bought a large amount of supplies and 
was able to make this work from about 1970—1975/76.   
The copy process, by its very nature, fit the disturbing 
times of the 1960s.  In my work it allowed me to amass 
an inventory of and make observations on the effluvia 
the richest economy in history spewed forth twenty-
four, seven, three hundred and sixty-five days a year.”

© Thomas Barrow. Fashion, 1973. 14 x 8.5 inches. Verifax 
print.
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misleading the compulsion of tourists and enlarging the 
imagination of hardened sedentariness.” Upon asking 
for details about Marcel Navas Cabanis responded: 
“Marcel Navas is an artist. Marcel Navas is a fiction. 
Marcel Navas is Daniel Cabanis. I invented Marcel 
Navas, an art critic, because few critics were interested 
in copy-art. I totally assume Marcel Navas who has 
never disappointed me.”  Daniel Cabanis is a visual 
artist and writer who lives and works in Ivry sur Seine, 
near Paris, France. He was active in the field of copy art 
for about twenty years, from 1977 to 1997.
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Marcel Navas states: “There is no copy art without an 
original. That is why the definition and the design of 
the object that must then be worked on the copier is at 
the heart of Daniel Cabanis’ practice. To create Champ 
Circulaire and Champ Carre (Circular Field and Square 
Field), Cabanis assembled French road maps to form 
cylinder  and cube volumes. Captured by the copy 
machine’s camera’s shallow depth of field, they offer 
an alternative visual approach to the French territory. 
A cartography of the folds and interstices is sketched 
out, and tangents are seen without any practical finality, 
strictly poetic views. The maps produce a double effect: 
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Tom Carpenter reports: “The still lifes I make with the 
Haloid Xerox flat plate system (electrophotography) are 
an exploration in giving new life to obsolete process to 
photograph other archaic technological objects. These 
images, which for many hold a nostalgic narrative, are 
symbolic reminders how quickly the new becomes out-
dated.” Tom Carpenter is an artist and educator who 
has exhibited and taught internationally. Carpenter is 
regarded as a leading practitioner of Electrophotography 

who has contributed his knowledge and work to Photo-
graphic Possibilities: The Expressive Use of Concepts, 
Ideas, Materials, and Processes, Fourth Edition. Most 
recently he taught workshops at the Whitney Museum 
of American Art and CEPA Gallery.

© Tom Carpenter. Still Life With Fox Skull, 2014. 23 x 15 
inches. Electrostatic print. 
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Caitlin Cass explains: “Rest Stop Brochures for the Not-
So-Distant Future offer grim premonitions of future tour-
ist attractions. Visit The Forum where automatons cheer 
for every idea, no matter how misguided. Experience 
the rainbow on a plastic ocean tour or join The Heap 
where you can lie in a pile once you’ve given up on the 
world. Visitors are invited to bring home these hand-
drawn and photocopied future artifacts and to keep 
them as a token of what’s to come.”

Caitlin Cass makes comics, drawings and counterfeit 
historical exhibits that folklorize historic failures and 
foretell grim futures. Often working under the moniker, 
The Great Moments in Western Civilization Coopera-
tive, she questions the authority of traditional historical 

© Caitlin Cass. Rest Stop Brochures for the Not-So-Distant Future, 2018. 54 x 24 x 18 inches. Electrostatic prints of hand-drawn 
brochures and wooden display stand.

narratives by co-opting their power for her own devic-
es. Caitlin works regularly with photocopied multiples. 
She draws and publishes a bimonthly comic periodical 
called the Postal Constituent and often incorporates 
take-away printed ephemera into her gallery installa-
tions. 

Caitlin’s recent counterfeit historical exhibits in-
clude How to Fly in America and The Museum of Fail-
ure (which has been exhibited in Buffalo, Rochester, 
and Washington D.C.). Her comics have appeared 
in The New Yorker, The Nib, The Chicago Reader and 
The Public. Caitlin is a 2018 NYSCA/NYFA Artist Fellow 
in Fiction. She lives and works in Buffalo and teaches 
art at Buffalo Seminary. 
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© Jacques Charbonneau. Improvised Choreography, 1986—2016. 18 x 24 inches. Inkjet print.

Jacques Charbonneau explains: “In 1986, German art-
ist Georg Mühleck and I conceived the ‘Pirat’Art’ pro-
cess, which was based on an old digital print ribbon 
from the Sharp CX 5000 thermo-digital copier to obtain 
a negative and a positive reproduction by overprinting 
the original image. The unique resulting work is realized 
in the studio through various overlapping techniques 
and montages of inked photosensitive acetates (cyan, 
magenta, yellow, and black) to redirect the meaning of 
the image from its original context. Subsequently, the 
work was digitized, enlarged, and printed.”
Charbonneau continues: “I manage the photocopy 
like an X-ray that progressively reaches the essential.  
This Proustian search of lost time introduces a discur-
sive perspective that deconstructs of the notion of au-
thenticity – that originality lies less in the original than 
in the process of production and creation. These words 
are reminiscent of Walter Benjamin: ‘With the twentieth 
century, reproduction techniques have reached such a 

level that they will be able to (...) impose themselves 
as original forms of art.’1 Although he was referring to 
cinema, his prediction resonates with us as an accurate 
prophecy.” Charbonneau founded several art venues 
in Montreal: Galerie Motivation V in 1979, the Centre 
Copie-Art in 1982, and Galerie Arts Technologiques in 
1992.
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© Jacques Charbonneau. Mona Lisa, detail.1990.   
25.5 x 24 inches. Inkjet print.
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1 Walter Benjamin, L’Homme, le Langage et la Culture (Montreal: Les 
Presses de l’Universite de Montreal, 1974). 141.



their own projects, and one had to make the most of 
one’s time at the machine.” 

Colby was featured in Barbara Cushman’s Color Xe-
rox Annual, a Xerox published calendar featuring many 
copy artists in the San Francisco Bay area. Colby 
speaks about her experiences working with other artists 
with similar Xerox infatuations and how the community 
responded to it: “We sold a lot of Xerox art, including 
prints, postcards, and zines, at the AART STORE, a 
collaborative project run by artists on College Avenue 
in Oakland, CA in 1979. There we had an enthusiastic 
market, providing instant feedback, and constant inspi-
ration for us to keep on creating. In those heady days of 
artistic interaction, spontaneous gatherings and perfor-
mances, we experienced true fulfillment as artists in a 
responsive community.”

 

Sas Colby’s work gives resonance to her Fluxus-like 
works of collage and color photocopies. In the late 
1970’s, the Xerox machine became for Colby “an in-
stantaneous method of reproducing my stitched draw-
ings and collages into book form.” When color Xerox 
technology first emerged for public use, it was often a 
challenge to get time with the machine. This impedi-
ment became a catalyst for formatting photocopier art-
ist groups. Colby recalls: “The Xerox prints transformed 
a singular art work into multiples, creating pages for 
erotic books. There was a performative aspect to the 
process as I arranged the textiles on the platen, often 
adding flowers, leaves and other found objects. This 
was all accomplished in public, under the pressure of 
time, at the Krishna Copy Center on Telegraph Avenue 
in Berkeley, CA. Other artists were waiting in line with 
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Left: © Sas Colby. Stitched Erotica, 2017. 8.5 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print book, paper, transparencies, thread, plastic coil 
binding.

In 1972 Barbara Cushman (1945—2014) left New York 
and moved to San Francisco where she opened A 
Fine Hand, a retail store for artist made items. In 1979 
Cushman opened her Back-Room Gallery where she 
organized exhibitions of Xerox art.  Between 1980 and 
1984 she conceived and produced the Annual Cooper-
ative Xerox Calendar. Cushman invited artists to create 
an 8.5 x 14-inch page design for one month with a cal-
endar integrated into the layout that would be editioned 
on a color Xerox copier. The edition grew from 60 to 
385 in 1983. When the project ended over 125 artists 
had participated, mainly from the West Coast but also 
from across the United States and France and 
Germany. The Annuals are in the collections of the Whit-
ney Museum of American Art, The Museum of Modern 
Art, the Fashion Institute of Technology, and the Biblio-
thèque de Nationale. Intersection for the Arts, one of 
San Francisco’s oldest alternative spaces, presented 
exhibitions of the 1982, 1983, and 1984 Annuals. 

Judy Cushman at the opening of The Immovable 
Camera: Copy Art in the Bay Area 1980-1984 Oct. 27th, 
2015 at SUNY Brockport, NY, Tower Fine Arts Gallery. 

Top © Barbara Cushman. The 1981 Cooperative Color Xerox 
Calendar Artist List, 1980. 14 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print 
(48/250).
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The Immovable Camera: Copy Art in the Bay Area 1980-1984 presented the anti-establishment 
color copy art calendars created from 1980 to 1984 by a democratic mixture of people from the 

San Francisco Bay Area, which was the forerunner of Fast, Cheap & Easy exhibition.

© The Immovable Camera: Copy Art in the Bay Area 1980-1984 poster, 2015.  17 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print.
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and redefine how we consider the importance of tan-
gibility and potential loss of history.”

Brian Dettmer is an influential contemporary artist 
working with the book today. His work has been ex-
hibited internationally in numerous galleries and in-
stitutions, such as the Smithsonian Institute Renwick 
Gallery and The High Museum and featured in many 
publications including The New York Times and The 
Guardian.

Brian Dettmer operates by altering physical forms of 
information and shifting preconceived functions, al-
lowing new and unexpected roles to emerge. Dettmer 
reveals: “Seizing the Light is a hand carved interpre-
tation of the book Seizing the Light: A Social & Aes-
thetic History of Photography by Robert Hirsch. Each 
page of this photography history book was copied 
and assembled in page order to reflect a loose stack 
rather than a tightly bound book. The physical book, 
the traditional photograph, and the mechanical copy 
are all technologies that were once vital and thriv-
ing mediums for art and communication, but they are 
now under threat in the digital era. This work uses an 
even more traditional form, sculpture, to both ponder 

© Brian Dettmer. Seizing the Light, with details, 2018.         
12 x 9.5 x 2.5 inches. Hand cut electrostatic prints, archival 
adhesive. Courtesy of P. P. O. W. Gallery.                          
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© Evergon (Albert Jay Lunt). Equus in Knighthood, 1979. 
11 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print. 

Evergon recalls: “In 1979, while teaching at Ottawa Uni-
versity, I fell madly in love with my second husband, 
Pierre Dorion, while I was living on a hippie farm with 
my first husband. For our three years of chaotic bliss, 
almost all of the work I produced was visual accolades 
to this handsome, vibrant, and brilliant young man. The 
image constructions for the color Xeroxes were labor 
intensive, but the printing/editioning was swift and con-
trols of color balance were immediate. Having been 
trained as a photographer, I was frustrated with the high 
contrast look of the initial works, so I experimented with 
layers of plastic on the glass that acted like density 
filters. I also replaced the white acid-carrying paper with 
an archival crème colored paper and printed a second 
image on translucent vellum. The vellum took the static

charge differently and hence the Xerox powders 
differently. These two images were then attached, vel-
lum over paper, for a more ‘3-D’ illusional quality. I am 
now in my 70s and write this with embellishment and 
pizzazz; or maybe just wonderful pissass memories.”

Evergon: a.k.a. Celluloso Evergonni, Eve R. Gonzales, 
Egon Brut, Big Hellion.  Evergon’s work represents a 
forty-eight year international career as an instructor/
artist/photographer primarily representing gay male 
culture. In 2015, Evergon formed a co-authourship with 
Jean-Jacques Ringuette with whom he had collaborat-
ed with since 1985 to form the dynamic photo duo: The 
Chromogenic Curmudgeons.
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Adele Henderson explains: “These images come from 
appropriated photographs from turn-of-the century 
medical texts, as well as from drawings and prints 
that I created. The term toner drawings is used for 
these works because they are electrostatic toner 
prints where the paper is removed from the copier 
before it comes in contact with the heat fusing unit.  
Because the toner is not “set” at this point, it can be 
erased and manipulated by hand.  The toner draw-
ings are created in many layers or passes through 
the copier, often as many as six or seven, therefore 
this becomes an additive and reductive process. The 
result is a beautiful and rich surface, much like that 
of an aquatint or collotype. These are one-of-a-kind 
prints, all done on Waterford Hot Press paper.”

©  Adele Henderson. Lazaretto No. 8, 1997.  24  x 20 inches. 
Electrostatic toner drawing.

Adele Henderson is a professor in the Department of 
Art at University at Buffalo, State University of New 
York. Her honors include a National Endowment  
for the Arts Fellowship, along with residency fellow-
ships at MacDowell Colony, Yaddo, Roswell Museum 
and Art Center, Open Studio (Toronto), and the Elec-
tronic Arts Institute at Alfred University. Henderson’s 
work has been exhibited in 33 solo exhibitions and 
over 160 national and international group exhibitions 
and is held in over 30 national and international pub-
lic collections.
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Robert Hirsch re-envisions key components from a 
stream of historical and personally-made pictures that 
explore the workings of our collective societal landscape. 
Hirsch’s kaleidoscope of imagery invites viewers to 
connect the past and the present to ponder what we 
can learn by visually sharing history. Hirsch began 
experimenting with electrostatic prints in the 1970s and 
it is his primary printing method for his sculptural 
anthologies that also include World in a Jar: War & 
Trauma (2004) and Manifest Destiny and the American 
West (2005).

Robert Hirsch is the former Executive Director and 
Chief Curator of CEPA Gallery, Buffalo, NY, founder of 
Southern Light Gallery, and co-founder of North Light 
Gallery. He has curated over 200 solo and group 
exhibitions, and public art projects. His works have 
been shown have been exhibited internationally.

© Robert Hirsch. The 1960s: A Counter Culture of Images, set of fifteen cubes, 2011. 4 x 4 x 4 inches each.  
Electrostatic prints in Plexiglas cubes.

© Robert Hirsch. The Sixties Cubed: A Counter Culture of 
Images, Collage Lantern, 2011. 18-inch diameter (3-inch 
diameter each image). Electrostatic prints, paper lantern, 
electric light socket, light bulb.
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Kitty Hubbard recalls: “When I began my 
MFA studies at RIT in 1995 I was told 
photography was dead. So I be-
gan cheating on my camera and work-
ing with objects and exploring installa-
tion. This included using Xerox transfer 
methods on fabrics, paper, and books. 
The transfer of RIT’s sexual harassment 
policies on hosiery was made to com-
plete a sculptural piece entitled Working 
Woman’s Suit of Armor, and are shown 
here for the first time. A new pair was 
created to address the #metoo move-
ment. Xerox solvent transfers on hosiery, 
where one might be grabbed along with 
the text “#metoo,” were combined with 
transfers of the tiny hands and menac-
ing eyes of Donald Trump. It was a re-
pulsive process, with the resulting snags 
and runs an apt metaphor for #metoo. 

Kitty Hubbard is an intermedia artist 
and Associate Professor of Art at the 
College at Brockport, State Universi-
ty of New York. Hubbard began her 
graduate studies at Rochester Institute 
of Technology and completed her MFA 
at Visual Studies Workshop in Rochester, 
NY. Among her mentors were Joan Lyons 
and Patti Ambrogi. Her work incorporates 
photo-based image making on traditional 
and non-traditional surfaces involving 
installation, performance, and sculp-
tural based projects. Hubbard was a 

Fulbright Scholar in Wroclaw Poland in 2016. Her 
work has been included numerous group and solo 
exhibitions throughout the United States and Europe. 
Her images have been published in: Photography, 
7th edition by Barbara London; Photographic Pos-
sibilities, 2nd edition and Exploring Color Photography, 
5th edition by Robert Hirsch; and Alternative Photo-
graphic Processes by Brady Wilkes.

© Kitty Hubbard. #metoo, 2018. Variable dimensions (one 
size fits all). Install. Electrostatic toner transfer on hosiery.
 
© Kitty Hubbard. #metoo, detail. 2018. Variable dimensions 
(one size fits all). Electrostatic toner transfer on hosiery. 
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Peter Huemer, an Austrian pioneer of the photocopy 
medium, discusses his process: “I make use of the 
creative possibilities of the photocopier, intervening 
in the scanning process to undermine the very 
purpose of the machine. Instead of a copy, a new 
pictorial composition emerges, an original work of 
art, I call it a “copigraphy” (a term coined by Monique 
Brunet-Weinmann). I utilize the copy copier to create 
a production argument with the machine, by forcing 
it to do unintended things, then, through the 
continuing work with the medium, a creative 
relationship develops. During the separate scanning 
processes, different image surfaces in connection 
with materials and objects are brought up, covered 
or overlaid. The medium is used to build on rather 
than to build up. It is a medium of dialogue like no 
other whose special quality can hardly be shown in 
any of the traditional media.”

Peter Huemer is a member of the Artist’s Association 
MAERZ and the director of their workshop and 
gallery in Linz, Austria. Huemer founded a printers’ 
workshop and works as exhibition organizer in the 
medium of Photocopy, conducting copy workshops 
at the University of Arts and Industrial Design in Linz.

Top © Peter Huemer. Guarding Hand I, 1992—2016. 11 x 29 inches. Electrostatic print.

© Peter Huemer. Guarding Hand II, 1997. 7.8 x 5.9 inches. 
Electrostatic print, wooden frame.
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© Joan Linder. Human Radiation Experiments, detail, from 
the series Drawing from Toxic Archives (based on archival 
electrostatic documents), 2013—2018. 12 x 9 inches. Ink, 
marker, watercolor on paper.

Joan Linder’s works are not electrostatic prints, but 
rather a series of pristine still life paintings of Xerox 
machines, denoting an object worth documenting, 
much like a renaissance portrait. Linder reveals that: 
“This work comes out of reading, Walter Benjamin’s Art 
and the Age of Mechanical Reproduction (1935), while 
working as a corporate curator and thinking that the 
ideal piece of art would be a life-size painting of a 
copier hanging over the copier in an office copy room. 
Also, I was thinking about paintings style, hard edge 
versus painterly, and contemporary subject matter, 
high-tech and sci-fi landscapes, and minimalism. 
After seeing a retrospective of Robert Ryman’s white 
paintings, I thought I can be the Rob Ryman of copier 
paintings – the series could be virtually endless, with 
new models and variations coming out every year. I 
worked on these paintings from 1996—2001 and have 
only considered that I have taken a break and that one 
day the series will continue.” In contrast to the rest of 
the exhibition, Linder’s observations, translated through 
her hand, become unsettlingly like a copy machine it-
self.

Linder is Chair and Professor of Art, at SUNY Buffalo. 
Her work has been internationally exhibited and is held 
in numerous public collections.

Top © Joan Linder. Yellow Copier, 1997. 20 x 50 inches. Oil on canvas.
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At the time this work was made, Joan Lyons, along 
with other women artists, was beginning to explore her 
personal narrative, different in content and tone from the 
dominant male representation. The medium is Haloid 
Xerox, the original view-camera based flatbed Xerox 
equipment that yielded a carbon image on plain paper 
or as Lyons says: “a photographic drawing.” Her work 
defied the established categories of printmaking and 
photography. Only now is Lyons’s work being recognized 
as influential, pioneering, feminist voice whose 
explorations transcend media. Lyons investigated new 
artistic structures to define their conceptual basis, while 
remaining grounded in the historical understanding that 
photography and print developed simultaneously and 
are inextricably connected. This provided a context for 
her exploration of a variety of media including: gelatin 
silver prints, artists’ books, archaic photographic 
processes, offset lithography, pinhole photography, 
screen printing, photo-quilt-making, Xerography, and, 
more recently, digital media.

Lyons was the founding Director of the Visual Studies 
Workshop Press, 1972—2005, and was responsible 

Top © Joan Lyons. Woman Screaming in Her Own Ear, 
circa 1970s.  8.5 x 12 inches. Electrostatic print, pencil.                  

for its development, operation, and the publication 
of over 450 titles. The Press, a leading publisher and 
printer of artists’ books, has been active in the evolution 
and definition of the field over the past four decades. 
She taught in the M.F.A. Program in Visual Studies in 
affiliation with SUNY Brockport.
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© Joan Lyons. Untitled (Landscape Series), detail. 1970. 
19 x 26 inches. Lithograph from electrostatic toner 
transfer, oil crayon. 



Scott McCarney states: “My primary art practice has 
been in book form since 1980 and spans many me-
dia, from offset and digital printing to sculpture and 
site-specific installation. The book provides the perfect 
form to combine my academic background in photog-
raphy and design with a love for the corporeality of craft 
and philosophic possibilities of sculpture. The interper-
sonal space provided by the book and activated by the 
reader drives my research in communication through 
form while referencing the history of reading and the 
book. This materiality and proximity to the reader offers 
a unique experience for expressing ideas quietly and 
with purpose.”

McCarney is an artist, designer, and educator based in 
Rochester, New York. He received formal design train-
ing at Virginia Commonwealth University (Richmond VA) 
in the 1970s, and earned an advanced degree in pho-
tography from the University at Buffalo/Visual Studies 
Workshop (Rochester NY) in the 1980s. His works are 
widely distributed and can be found in the collections 
of The Museum of Modern Art, New York; Victoria & Al-
bert Museum, London; and Yale University Art Gallery, 
among others. His work is shown internationally (Sao 
Paulo, Brazil; Melbourne, Australia; Baku, Azerbaijan) 
as well as close to home (Hallwalls, Buffalo NY; Ever-
son Museum, Syracuse NY; Memorial Art Gallery, 
Rochester NY). His teaching and lecturing itinerary 

Top © Scott McCarney. T/HERE, 1981. 6.5 x  8.5 inches. Ha-
loid Xerox, color electrostatic print, rubber stamp, & drawing. 

© Scott McCarney. NOMO PROMO HOMO PHOBO, 1992.  
4 x 5 inches. Duotone offset and electrostatic print book.

is varied and eclectic, carrying the banner of artists 
books to Australia, New Zealand, Korea, Mexico, and 
South America. He currently teaches in the College of 
Art and Design at Rochester Institute of Technology.
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Copy artists, such as Georg Müehleck, have been seen 
as practitioners of instant invention. Müehleck’s 
self-described ‘pirate art process’ “maneuvers existing 
images to focus on the role of the copy in today’s 
society while provoking the questioning of the term 
originality in an artistic context. The machines used for 
this process can be considered as relatively sophisti-
cated tools. However, the picture itself on the right (used 
ink ribbons) now industrial garbage. Whether we use 
photocopies, film, video or digital methods, the 
objective is always to secure something, fearing that 
the original might be lost or destroyed. In art, because 
the authentic object or idea has already been lost, only 
the latest copy has a chance of ‘survival.’”

Top © Georg Müehleck. Artistamp attachments. 1998.      
Dimensions variable. Toner-based prints for object on wires. 

Right: © Georg Müehleck. Painting Professor, 1988.            
11 x 9 inches. Thermographic print.

Georg Mühleck is an independent, German-Canadi-
an artist. He has engaged with copigraphic produc-
tion (Centre Copie Art in Montreal), curation, and 
the production of artist books in Canada and Germa-
ny. Mühleck published the book Medium: Photocopy: 
Canadian and German Copigraphy (1989) with text by 
Monique Brunet-Weinmann. His work is in numerous 
private and public collections in Canada and Europe.
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Louise Neaderland founded and directed the 
non-profit group: The International Society of Copier 
Artists (ISCA). Neaderland recollects: “The ISCA was 
launched in a posting in Afterimage. It said: ‘Interna-
tional Society of Copier Artists now forming.’ Then 
my husband and I packed our knapsacks and left for 
a 2-month tour of Europe. When we returned there 
was no mail in our rural post box — only a scrap of 
paper from the mailman saying that we should pick 
up a bag of mail waiting for us at the post office... 
and that was that. I had no idea of what the ISCA was 
going to be... it lasted from 1982 to 2003 and the rest 
is history. So it goes. Lots of hard work for our whole 
family but it was worth it.”

Neaderland wrote in Volume 21, #3, “The copier has 
been used... in ways never imagined back in 1938 
when Chester Carlson (among others) developed 

something called ‘electrophotography.’ Eventually 
computers and printers made it easier for artists to 
accomplish what the copy machine formerly did, and 
Volume 21, #4 in June 2003 was the final issue. The 
twenty-one years of ISCA Quarterlies represented a 
visual record of artists’ responses to timely social and 
political issues, as well as simply to the change of 
seasons or to children. Each issue was unique and 
exciting and served the modern art world well.” A 
complete set is in The Jaffe Books Art Collection of 
the Wimberly Library at Florida Atlantic University in 
Boca Raton, FL.

Neaderland holds an MFA in Printmaking from the 
State University of Iowa and a BFA from Bard 
College. She continues to produce artists’ books 
using a Xerox copier.
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Bottom Right:                           
© Louise Neaderland. 
Pandora’s Box, 2011.         
9.75 x 8.25 x 2.25 inches 
(Box containing twelve 
books). Electrostatic 
prints of various sizes and 
construction. Courtesy 
of the Robert Hirsch 
Collection.  

Left & Above:                  
© Louise Neaderland. 
Trump Wallpaper Borders. 
2018. 4.5 x 4.25 x 2 inch-
es. Paper box containing 
2 scrolls (36 inches each 
extended).  Electrostatic 
prints. Courtesy of the 
Robert Hirsch Collection.  
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Talking about the photocopy machine as if it was a 
living entity, Jüergen O. Olbrich’s relationship with the 
technology goes beyond a dance partner. Olbrich 
highlights a few key themes that guide his workflow: 
“The use of the machine is an all-day-routine. I act, 
the machine reacts. A process is always visible. It 
is painting, sculpture, installation, performance, film, 
music, poetry at the same time. Just push the button, 
but use your head first and your eyes.”  

Since 1973 Olbrich has been making copy art, which he 
extended with copy art performances and editions from 
1975 to the present. Since 1976 Olbrich has been 
publishing his magazine Collective Copy. His 
project, Paper-Police, which started in 1989, entails 
collecting and recycling material from public wastebas-
kets in Germany. Olbrich is a networker, a securer of 
found materials and chance, with surprising word/
picture combinations.

Top © Jüergen Olbrich.  Thanksgiving, 1992. 23.6 x 33 inches.  
Electrostatic prints.

© Jüergen Olbrich.  Endloskopie. 1989. 16 feet x 17 inches.  
Electrostatic prints on roll.
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RoCoLa is still madly creating work. In a recent mail 
art piece to curator Robert Hirsch he writes in all 
capital letters: “2017—2018 NEW COLLAGE WORK 
BEST EVER—I’M IN MY PRIME AND LOVING IT.”

Rocola has mailed his works all over the globe and 
exhibited his color Xerox art in California, New Mexico, 
France, Germany, and Japan.
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All Images © Rocola. Untitled, 1984. 11 x 14 inches.             
Electrostatic prints.

Pioneer copy and mail artist, Rocola mischievouly 
refers to himself as “The Best Post-Neo Thing in 
the World.” The high-intensity Xerox colors became  
Rocola’s gateway to endless cultural commentary 
that combine historical, current, and futuristic sym-
bols, along with scanned objects, which have their 
roots in Dada and Surrealism. Examples can be seen 
in the exhibition’s showcase of Barbara Cushman’s 
collaborative Color Xerox Annual and his binder 
collection of over 50 works. His work exemplifies 
how this office device became a site for spirited 
and prolific creation. With fifty years of production, 
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Willyum Rowe says he has utilized the Xerox machine’s 
ability “to make ‘humanly handys’ as quickly and re-
peatable as possible. This process took away some of 
the pressure of creating, while encouraging me to make 
use of what happens to be lying around.” 

For this book included in the exhibition, an old Dan-
zig stamp album was the item that Rowe had lying 
around, which yielded the inspiration to sort out a re-
action to a particular event that occurred on January 
20, 2017. While staying away from a visual statement of 
present-day political nature, this album allowed Rowe 
to create visual metaphors relating to his experience. 

Rowe recalls: “Countries are part construct and part 
myth and they can be deconstructed and the myth is 
subjective. Danzig was a certain entity – then wasn’t, an 
imperfect metaphor, but it will do.”

Willyum Rowe resides in the Berkshires without a wife, 
without children, and without pets. In the latter half of the 
twentieth century he authored more than a few books 
and had more than a few shows. In the twenty-first cen-
tury not so much. His books are owned by universities, 
art museums and available at Dashwood Books in New 
York City. Rowe has done projects at Lightwork, Visual 
Studies Workshop, and CEPA Gallery.

Top © Willyum Rowe. Danzig 2017, 2017. 13.75 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print book.
© Willyum Rowe. Danzig 2017, detail, 2017. 13.75 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print book.
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using photocopies, screen printing, drawing, and 
collage has led to the inclusion of these techniques in 
my photography. The outgrowth of this has generated 
crossover techniques and the production of experimental 
pieces, large scale installations as well as set designs 
for theatre performances and limited-edition books that 
are rooted in minimalism, optical art and symbolism.”

Santoro-Woith’s work has been exhibited internationally 
and is held in public and private collections and 
institutions. The book trilogy (EUR, Decadence 
Darkness Empire and More War Less Art) were acquired 
by the Library Council Collection of artists’ books of the 
Museum of Modern Art (MoMA) in 2011.
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Mario Santoro-Woith tells us: “My Italian background 
gives me an ‘anachronistic and oneiric’ approach 
to art: The old-fashioned method of connecting the 
brain with the hands without a computer in between. 
Or, the enjoyment of researching and developing new 
techniques and styles through a slow, sophisticated, 
and exacting hand process that does not require 
abstract explanations to be understood, enjoyed and 
appreciated. The concept of art as a medium capable of 
transmitting emotions is one of the continuing subjects 
of my research: The originality of an artist’s work should 
be achieved through constant experimentation, and 
not be the result of the formulation of intellectual and 
complex wording. My interest in the work of artists 

© Mario Santoro-Woith, Texas Capitol Building, from the series The Grinding Doom, 2012. 21 x 14 inches. Multiple Electropho-
tography prints (LED head) with organic photoconductor drum and closed toner system on black recycled paper, mounted on 
linen canvas and a wood stretcher.
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Sonia Landy Sheridan divulges: “At age 93 I became 
seriously ill. To prepare myself for dying I manipulated an 
older image showing me very much alive in Photo-
shop. With bright swirling colors I am going out 
happy.” 

Sheridan is a Professor Emerita at School of the Art 
Institute of Chicago where she founded the program 
Generative Systems in 1970. With the cooperation of 
scientists, industry, artists, and graduate students, 
Sheridan investigated the implications of the commu-
nications revolution for the arts. As artist-in-residence 

© Sonia Landy Sheridan. Saying Goodbye, 2018. 11 x 14 inches. Electrostatic color print.

at 3M’s Color Research and Central Research Labs, 
she was able to take back to her classroom state-
of-the-art industrial experiences. Sheridan modeled 
her art and teaching on the premise that art, science, 
and technology function as intertwining systems of 
thought. In 2002 the Hood Museum of Art, Dartmouth 
College, accessioned into its permanent collection 
over six hundred of Sheridan’s art works in thirty-one 
different mediums created between 1949 and 2002. 
Sheridan was a Guggenheim Fellow and a three-time 
National Endowment of the Arts grantee.
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Keith Smith informs us: “ I have always been interested in 
various approaches to photography by as many means 
as possible—photographic copiers, photo-printmaking, 
and drawing and collaging onto my silver prints. I start-
ed working with copiers in 1964 and began teaching 
copier work at UCLA in 1970 and at The School of the 
Art Institute of Chicago when Sonia Sheridan started 
the Generative Systems program in 1971. In 1975, I left 
the Art Institute of Chicago and to teach at the Visual 
Studies Workshop until 1982, when I stopped teaching, 
except for giving workshops in many countries.”

© Keith Smith. Under Veil, Nov. 3, 1971/ 3:45 P.M. 42 x 24 inches. 3M color print, fabric, thread. Courtesy of Visual Studies 
Workshop.

In addition to numerous awards and international exhi-
bitions, Keith Smith has made 314 books since 1967. 
These include nine textbooks-on-books, Structure of 
the Visual Book; Text in the Book Format; and Non-Ad-
hesive Binding, Volumes I, II, III, IV and V; Bookbinding 
for Book Artists; and 200 Books, An Annotated Bibliog-
raphy. Structure of the Visual Book was translated into 
Korean, hard cover, in color, in 2004. His first one-per-
son museum exhibit was as a student, at The Art Insti-
tute of Chicago in 1968 and most recently Keith Smith 
at Home at The Philadelphia Museum of Art in 2018.
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Marc Snyder reflects about his connection to the 
Xerox machine: “Everything I knew about making 
‘original prints’ seemed just as applicable to the 
Xerox machine as to the etching press.  I loved how 
cheap the photocopies were; I could make work 
that I could pin up on bulletin boards and hand out 
to strangers. I like the way they look – a good ma-
chine can give you a black as intense as an aqua-
tint and the high contrast is always distinctive and 
fun.”

Snyder recollects: “For about 14 years I tried to 
make one little book every month. I ended up with 
about 120 of them in all (I missed a few months in 
there).  The wonderful thing about the books was 
that they could be anything; I refused to be consis-
tent in subject matter or style.  The only thing that 
they all had in common was that they were eight 
pages long and made on the Xerox machine.  They 
ranged from some of my darkest work to some of 
my silliest.  They were serious or stupid, and a few 
of them were better than anything else I have done 
in the studio.  One of the things I really enjoyed 
about them was that people found them completely 
approachable.  Unlike a framed piece of artwork 
on the wall, people know how to ‘use’ little books.  
Making artwork that you can essentially give away 
is such a pleasure.”

Top © Marc Snyder. 21 Unique Little Books, 2007-2013. 3.75 
x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic print books. Courtesy of Fiji Island 
Mermaid Press.

© Marc Snyder. 21 Unique Little Books, detail. 2007-2013. 
3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic print book. Courtesy of Fiji 
Island Mermaid Press.

Snyder has his BFA from the University of Virginia 
and his MFA from Indiana University. Today Snyder 
is an on-going Xerox fanatic and an active print-
maker with a special focus on collaborating with 
Fiji Island Mermaid Press, a small press publisher 
in Greensburg, PA. 
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Joel Swartz exclaims: “In all my copy art work I would 
take the pictures, make a silver print, place it in front 
of the Xerox No. 4 camera and take a picture of it. As 
I explored how image changed with its transportation 
through a “copy” technology, I discovered my need 
to add words and lines which took me away from the 
transformative effects of just putting an image on the 
platen of a copier. This gave me a way to bring words 
and lines together with picture, generating more options 
to get closer to meaning with picture and word/line. The 
photography community I was part of centered around 
Nathan Lyons and the George Eastman House. This in-
cluded Betty Hahn, Robert Fichter, Tom Barrow, Har-
old Jones, Roger Mertin, Michael Becotte, Robert So-
bieszek, among others. Many photographer friends of 
Lyons and Beaumont Newhall, such as Eugene Smith, 
Aaron Siskind, Lee Friedlander, Henry Holmes Smith, 
Gary Winogrand, Ansel Adams, visited as well. With 
everyone I mentioned there was a natural exchange of 
pictures and picture ideas. It was a special time for pic-

© Joel Swartz. Untitled (Downtown Series), circa 1970s. 
8 x 10 inches. Electrostatic print. Inscription: “An edge in the 
city is like a brick wall to many, an open door to a few.” 

tures, it was open, touchable, and it was there to learn 
from. It was not look at my work and copy my work, but 
this is what I look like as a picture maker, how do you 
look? The more you engaged with what could be, the 
more happened. All so important. What a time.”
 
Joel Swartz is a photographic artist and educator based 
in Rochester, NY. He has been involved with Xerox pro-
cesses since the 1960s, when he developed a relation-
ship with engineers at the company. Swartz earned his 
BFA in Photographic Illustration at RIT in 1969. He was 
in the first class of the Visual Studies Workshop MFA 
program in 1969—1971, where he introduced the 
Haloid Xerox system to the program. He worked at the 
George Eastman House and taught at VSW, Nazareth 
College, University of Rochester, and in Rochester 
public schools.
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In speaking of her work, Nancy Topolski states: “The 
educational experience, learning, and understanding (or 
lack of) are essential ideas in my work. I have perpetual-
ly been engaged in making artists’ books as a means of 
personal expression as well as pursuing knowledge and 
understanding through the process of making. I believe 
that the writing process is akin to that of making art and 
I hope to offer the viewers/readers of my work the op-
portunity to grow and learn by thinking both visually and 
conceptually. I believe the making of an artistic object 

© Nancy Topolski. The Cat’s Away, The Mice Will Play, 2003. 11.5 x 13 x 1 inches. Electrostatic acrylic transfer on canvas,     
collage, acrylic paint, and bone closures.

can benefit both the artist’s process and a viewer’s con-
ceptual interests.” Nancy Topolski is a mixed media artist 
who works predominantly in collage and artists’ books.  
She uses various materials including vintage imag-
es and papers for collage, discarded objects and 
bindings for artists’ books, electrostatic transfers, 
and second hand/vintage fabric for her fiber art.  
She has a B.A. in Art from Bucknell University and a 
Masters degree in Special Education from St. John 
Fisher College. 
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Barbara Wyeth apprises us: “I approached the color 
copier as a camera and because of my fondness for the 
“everyday” objects in my life. As a photographer, I was 
amazed at the detail and the intense, bold color of the 
Xerox prints. Elevating a pair of worn white buck shoes 
and panties was a poke at traditional artmaking, and 
what was considered suitable subject matter for copy-
ing. To keep the shape of these objects I mounted the 

© Barbara Wyeth. Big Bucks, 1985. 25 x 18 inches. Color 
electrostatic print on foam-core.

© Barbara Wyeth. Big Red Panties; Teal Panties; Stripped 
panties from the series The Big Cut Out, 1985. 23 x 21 inches. 
Electrostatic prints on foam-core.

images on foam-core, allowing them to float on a wall. 
It was fun!”

Wyeth received her BFA from the University of Iowa. 
She has specializied in Mail-Art, Xerox art, artist-made 
postcards and was a co-owner of Postcard Palace, an 
art postcard store, color Xerox studio, and gallery in 
San Francisco from 1978 to 1985.
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Klaus Urbons informs us: “The book in [Re-
alkopie Ulrike’s] background is Die Ges-
chichte der Photographie (The History of 
Photography, 1938) by Frank Ludwig Neher. 
The original title of my work is N.N. oder 
die Geschichte der Fotografie – N.N. stands 
for Nicephore Nièpce – the original inventor 
of photography. The work usually is accom-
panied by the photocopied book and a slide 
show made from a Canon NP Color copier on 
acetate from the book.” 

Urbons recalls: “In 1977 I discovered ‘copy 
art.’ Experimenting with a copy machine was 
like exploring new territory. Pictures from 
the copier had nothing in common with the 
prevailing aesthetics of photography as 
they were rough and imperfect. The copy 
machine’s automatic operation remained 
opaque, but I was attracted to the light, heat, 
and sounds. It was clear to me that I would 
give up my previous artistic work and devote 
myself to this new medium.”

Klaus Urbons is an artist, author, curator, and 
graphic-designer. Between 1985 and 1999 
Urbons founded and developed the Museum 
für Fotokopie in Mülheim an der Ruhr as an 
international forum for the history of pho-
tocopy technology. In 2013, he co-founded 
the Makroscope: Centre for Art and Tech-
nology in Mülheim. Part of Makroscope is the 
new Museum für Fotokopie, a venue for 
exhibitions, lectures, and workshops on copy 
art. The museum contains a copy art 
collection, a library, and analog copiers.

Left Top © Klaus Urbons. Realkopie Ulrike, 1981. 
75 x 75 inches. Electrostatic prints on ply-
wood.

Left Bottom © Klaus Urbons. Genkopie/Copygen, 
1981. 80 x 200 inches. Performance still.

Last Supper is composed of numerous direct 
photocopies of hands and objects that 
Urbons cut out and glued on wooden IKEA 
table, which has been used to serve several 
suppers.

Right © Klaus Urbons. Last Supper, 1980.   
75 x 31.5 inches. Electrostatic prints.
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The immediacy and reproducibility of Xerox prints 
enabled artists to make editioned works in the form 
of artists’ books, pamphlets, and zines. The artists’ 
books in Fast Cheap and Easy represent a variety of 
copier-based books, from collaborative efforts like 
Smithsonian by Sonia Sheridan and Keith Smith to 
Nancy Topolski’s acrylic medium Xerox transfer books 
to monthly zines by Color Blind Bowen (aka Richard 
Bowen). These self-produced publications pre-date 
the rise of print on demand book publishers such as 
Blurb and Lulu. Topolski provides insight: “I have 
perpetually been engaged in making artists’ books as 
a means of personal expression as well as pursuing 

knowledge and understanding through the process of 
making. I believe that the writing process is akin to that 
of making art and I hope to offer the viewers/readers of 
my work the opportunity to grow and learn by thinking 
both visually and conceptually. I believe the making 
of an artistic object can benefit both the artist’s pro-
cess and a viewer’s conceptual interests.”  Richard 
Bowen, publisher of the zine Rich Jokes, said his idea 
for doing this came from his experiences travelling as 
a comedian. Regardless of where Bowen was doing 
a show: “I would go into a FedEx store with my note-
book and have everything I needed to make a book on 
the spot – paper, glue stick, copier, and stapler.”
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I. © Will Carroll. Rochester Teen Set #3, 6, 8, 
2010. 5.5 x 4.25 inches. Electrostatic prints, 
staple. Courtesy Kitty Hubbard Collection.

II. © Kitty Hubbard. Excerpts from How to 
Clean the Bathroom by Marge, the Volunteer 
Cleaning Martyr, 1996. 5 x 3 inches. Electro-
static copies, laminate, beaded chain. 

III. © Louise Neaderland. The Sound of One 
Hand Clapping, 1995. 5.75 x 6.5 x .25 inches
Electrostatic prints, accordion fold booklet. 
Courtesy Robert Hirsch Collection.

IV. © Richard Bowen. Rich Jokes 10, 1976. 
4.25 x 2.75 inches. Electrostatic copies. 
Courtesy Kitty Hubbard Collection.

V. © Leah Derring. Leave Your Shoes On, 2008. 
5.5 x 4.25 inches. Electrostatic toner transfer 
on blotter paper. Courtesy Kitty Hubbard  
Collection.

VI. © Helgi Skúta Helgason. Library 20081104, 
2008. 7 x 5 inches. Electrostatic prints, plastic 
case, staples. Courtesy Kitty Hubbard Collection.

VII. Todd Walker. The Causes of Love - Melan-
choly by Robert Burton, 1968, 3 x 2.25 inches, 
Electrostatic print book with photo lithograph.

Artists’ Books  pages 63 & 64

VIII. © Louise Neaderland. Stealth, 1991. 
8.5 x 5.5 x .15 inches. Electrostatic print 
book (accordian fold). Courtesy Robert 
Hirsch Collection. 

IX. © Emily Good. On Losing a Friend,   
April 2010. 8.5 x 5.5 inches. Courtesy Kitty 
Hubbard Collection.

X. © Scott McCarney. Mother of Exiles, 1982. 
4 x 5.75 inches, 60 pages (extends to 240 inches).
Electrostatic printing. 

XI. © Joel Swartz. Something Different to 
Do, 1977. 8.6 x 7.75 inches. Color offset 
book of electrostatic prints. 

XII. © Nancy Topolski. Waiting for the World 
to Change, 2005. 4 x 4 x .6 inches. Unbound 
book, collage on paper with electrostatic transfer 
(transfer process with acrylic medium). 

XIII. © Sas Colby. An Unusual Valentine Book 
to Assemble, 2017. 8.5 x 11 inches.Electrostatic 
prints stitched on machine, button, and hand 
stitched binding. 

XIV. © Nancy Topolski. an emotional study 
guide, 2004. 6.25 x 4.5 x 2 inches. Electrostatic 
print book, acrylic paint, laminate. 

XV. © Nancy Topolski. Unreliable Weather, 
2005. 4 x 4 x .63 inches. Electrostatic toner 
transfer book, acrylic paint, lucite, chromogenic 
color print, balsa wood. 

Artists’ Books  pages 65 & 66

XVI. © Adele Henderson. Travel Map of 
Tonawanda, New York, 2009. Folded: 
2 x 4.25 inches. Open: 8.5 x 11 inches. 
Electrostatic print book.

XVII. © Scott McCarney. A–Z, Alphabook 
13, 1991. 3.5 x 4 inches. Electrostatic prints. 

XVIII. © Nancy Topolski. October Birds Come 
Back for Breakfast, 2008. 8.5 x 5.5 inches. 
Electrostatic prints, sticker, stamp.
 
XIX. © Dan Veranka. Ceci n’est pas une zine, 
Number 1, 2007. 8 x 5.5 inches. 
Electrostatic prints, screenprint cover. 

 
XX. © Clare C. Forster. I Look Closely, 1987. 
8.5 x 13.25 inches. Electrostatic prints on 
handmade paper. Courtesy George Peters 
Airworks Studio Collection.

XXI. © Joan Lyons. Twenty-five Years Ago, 
1998. 8 x 8 inches. Docutech and offset with 
electrostatic covers, saddle stitched, 
Courtesy Kitty Hubbard Collection.

XXII. © David Hockney. Fax Dibujos, 1988. 
11 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print book.

Artists’ Books  pages 67 & 68
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José Ramón Alcalá Alcalacanales & 
Fernando Niguez Canales. Untitled 
(Faces), 1986-1988. 8.25 x 11.5 
inches. Electrostatic print.

José Ramón Alcalá Alcalacanales 
& Fernando Niguez Canales. La 
Corrida, 1989. 41 x 84 inches. 
Electrostatic prints.

Reed Altemus. Brandstifter Lost & 
Found in New York, 2009. 8.5 x 5.5 
inches. Electrostatic print. 

Patti Ambrogi. Diary of a Labyrin-
thian Garden, 1975. 28 x 28 inches. 
Electrostatic toner transfer on glass, 
handmade paper.

Patti Ambrogi and Tony Petracca. 
Untitled (Portrait of the Artists), 
1976. 22.25 x 17.5 inches. Electro-
static toner transfers, pencil, pastels.

Patti Ambrogi and Tony Petracca. 
Untitled (Room Full of Leaves), 
1976. 17.5 x 24.75 inches. Electro-
static toner transfers, pencil, pastels.

Charlie Arnold. Untitled, 1970. 
11 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print 
with white toner on black paper.

Charlie Arnold. Untitled, 1970. 
11 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print 
with white toner on black paper.

Charlie Arnold. Untitled, 1984. 
11 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print 
with white toner on black paper.

Charlie Arnold. Untitled, 1984. 
10 x 13 inches. Electrostatic print 
with white toner on black paper.

Ana Banana. 1983 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Vittore Baroni. Untitled, undated. 
11.5 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic 
print, crayon.

Thomas Barrow. 8 Track Tapes, 
1973. 8.5 x 14 inches. Verifax print.

Thomas Barrow. Airbag, 1973. 
8.5 x 14 inches. Verifax print.

Thomas Barrow. Fashion, 1973. 
14 x 8.5 inches. Verifax print.

Thomas Barrow. Gun and Teeth, 
1973. 8.5 x 14 inches. Verifax print.

Thomas Barrow. Undressed Man, 
1973. 14 x 8.5 inches. Verifax print.

Thom Barth. Madonna, 2007. 
10.25 x 4 x 4 inches. Electrostatic 
toner transfer on acetate box.

Bob Basile. Elvis and Colonel, 1979. 
11 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print.

Bob Basile. Elvis Calendar, 1979. 
11 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print.
 
Bob Basile. Elvis-Product-Suc-
cess-Price, 1979. 8.5 x 11 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Bob Basile. Marilyn Monroe 
Calendar, 1979. 11 x 8.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Bob Basile. Marilyn Monroe 
Xmas, 1979. 11 x 8.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Beckman. Affluent Societies 
Become Culturally Homogeneous, 
circa 1980s. 8.5 x 11 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Patrick Beilman. 1982 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1981. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Nico Bergman & Torben Roese. 
The Rapid Publisher (six issues), 
2016-2018. 8.25 x 5.85 inches. 
Electrostatic print books.

Wallace Berman. Untitled, 1964. 
7.5 x 8 inches. Verifax collage.

Wallace Berman. Untitled, 1970. 
7.5 x 8 inches. Verifax collage. 

Joseph Beuys. Apollo, undated. 
8.25 x 11.5 inches Electrostatic print.

Joseph Beuys. Hasenschablone, 
undated. 11.5 x 16.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Guy Bleus. Streng, 1992. 8.25 x 
11.5 inches. Electrostatic print, 
microfilm.

Guy Bleus. Ungültig, 1992. 8.25  
x 11.5 inches. Electrostatic print, 
microfilm. 

Anna Blume & Bernhard Johannes. 
Können Frauen, 1981. 8.25 x 11.5  
inches. Electrostatic print.

David Bolyard. Homage to Chester 
Carlson, 1986. 14 x 11 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Tom Bonauro & Ginny Lloyd. The 
1980 Cooperative Color Xerox 
Calendar, 1979. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Paulo Bruschky. Marcel Duchamp, 
undated. 13 x 8.25 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Paulo Bruschky. Untitled, undated. 
13 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic print.

Richard Bowen. Rich Jokes 4, 2017. 
4.25 x 2.75 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Richard Bowen. Rich Jokes 10, 
2017. 4.25 x 2.75 inches. 
Electrostatic print book.

Stefan Brandstifter & Andrea 
Esswein. Eat Your Copy, 2016. 
8.2 x 5.7 inches. Electrostatic print.

Daniel Cabanis. Champ Carre, 1991. 
11.8 x 11.8 inches. Electrostatic print.

Daniel Cabanis. Champ Circulaire, 
1991. 11.8 x 11.8 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Carioca (Carrie Helser). Weight 
Watchers’ Washout, 1976. 9 x 12.4 
inches. Electrostatic prints in plastic 
menu covers.

Carioca (Carrie Helser). 1983 Color 
Xerox Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 
inches. Electrostatic print.

Tom Carpenter. Still Life with 
Electric Burner, 2014. 23 x 15 
inches. Electrostatic print.

Tom Carpenter. Still Life with 
Floppy Disk, 2014. 14 x 17 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Tom Carpenter. Still Life with Fox 
Skull, 2014. 23 x 15 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Tom Carpenter. Still Life with 
Typewriter, 2014. 14 x 17 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Will Carroll. Rochester Teen Set #3, 
2010. 5.5 x 4.25 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Will Carroll. Rochester Teen Set #6, 
2010. 5.5 x 4.25 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Will Carroll. Rochester Teen Set #8, 
2010. 5.5 x 4.25 inches. Electrostat-
ic print book, paint, glow in the dark 
insect. 

Caitlin Cass. Rest Stop Brochures 
for the Not-so-Distant Future, 2018. 
54 x 24 x 18 inches. Electrostatic 
prints of hand-drawn brochures 
in wooden display stand.

Cejar. 1982 Color Xerox Annual, 
1981. 8.5 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print.

Helen Chadwick. Oval Court, 1984-
1986. 8.5 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print.

Helen Chadwick. Littleheath Wood, 
1987. 8.5 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print.

Jacques Charbonneau. Improvised 
Choreography, 1986-2016. 18 x 24 
inches. Inkjet print.

Jacques Charbonneau. Mona Lisa, 1989-
2018 . 25.5 x 24 inches. Inkjet print.

Hermeneglide Chiasson. Oscar de 
la Renta and Other (More or Less) 
Related Stories, 1978. 11 x 10.5 
inches. Offset book, electrostatic 
prints, silkscreened covers.

Hermeneglide Chiasson. Roches-
ter Love Book or Book of Ashes, 
1979. 11 x 10.5 inches. Book with 
electrostatic prints and mixed media 
collage.

Bruce Childs. Family, 1980. 9.25 
x 7.25 inches. Color offset book of 
electrostatic prints.

Sas Colby. Under Wraps (Original), 
1979. 5.5 x 4.25 inches. Electrostat-
ic print book on card stock, plastic 
coil binding.

Sas Colby. Verbal Skills, 1979-85. 
6.25 x 4.5 inches. Electrostatic print 
book, photo stamps, hand stitched 
binding.

Sas Colby. An Unusual Valentine 
Book to Assemble, 2017. 8.5 x 11 
inches. Electrostatic print book, 
thread, button.

Sas Colby. Foot Care, 2017. 8.5 x 
11 inches. Electrostatic print book, 
collage, hand stitched binding.

Sas Colby. Stitched Erotica, 2017. 
8.5 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print 
book, paper, transparencies, thread, 
plastic coil binding.

John Coplans. Self Portraits 
(Hands # 5), 1988. 8.5 x 11 
inches. Electrostatic print.

John Coplans. Self Portraits 
(Hands # 6), 1988. 8.5 x 11 
inches. Electrostatic print.

John Coplans. Self Portraits 
(Hands # 7), 1988. 8.5 x 11 
inches. Electrostatic print.

John Coplans. Self Portraits 
(Hands # 10), 1988. 8.5 x 11 
inches. Electrostatic print.

Didier Cremieux. 1983 Color 
Xerox Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14
inches. Electrostatic print.

Leah Derring. Leave Your Shoes 
On, 2008. 5.5 x 4.25 inches. 
Electrostatic toner transfer book.

Brian Dettmer. Seizing the Light, 
2018. 12 x 9.5 x 2.5 inches. 
Sculptural book, hand cut 
electrostatic prints, archival adhesive.

Sherry Edwards. The 1981 
Cooperative Color Xerox Calendar, 
1980. 8.5 x 14 inches, Electrostatic 
print.
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Buster Eleveland. 1983 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Evergon (Albert Jay Lunt). Equus in 
Knighthood, 1979. 11 x 8.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Evergon (Albert Jay Lunt). Italian 
Prince, 1979. 11 x 8.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print. 

Evergon (Albert Jay Lunt). Salute 
to the Rainbow Kid, 1979. 11 x 8.5 
inches. Electrostatic print. 

Evergon (Albert Jay Lunt). Self, 
1979. 11 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print.

F-Stop Fitzgerald (Richard Minissa-
li). New Art: The 1984 Color Xerox 
Annual, 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Kaaren Fladager. The 1981 Cooper-
ative Color Xerox Calendar, 1980. 
8.5 x 14 inches, Electrostatic print.

Kaaren Fladager. 1982 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1981. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Hollis Frampton. She Was (aka 
Terry), 1979. 9 x 11.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Hollis Frampton & Marion Faller. 
Which One Is the Professional 
Golfer? Hint: Check the Fol-
low-Through, 1979. 14 x 8.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print and altered 
newsprint collage, 1964.

Clare Forster. I Look Closely, 1987. 
8.5 x 13.25 inches. Electrostatic 
print book on handmade paper.

Clare Forster. It Took Some Time, 
1987. 8.5 x 10.5 inches. Electrostat-
ic print book on handmade paper.

Clare Forster. Seeing, 1987. 8.5 x 
10.5 inches. Electrostatic print book 
on handmade paper.

Lisa Fredenthal. 1982 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Bill Gaglione. The 1981 Coopera-
tive Color Xerox Calendar, 1981. 
8.5 x 14 inches, Electrostatic print.

Bill Gaglione. 1982 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1981. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Global-Art-Fusion (G-A-F), Joseph 
Beuys, Kaii Higashiyama and Andy 
Warhol. G-A-F, 1986. 8.25 x 32.25 
inches. Silkscreen from fax.

Emily Good.On Losing a Friend, 2010. 
8.5 x 5.5 inches. Electrostatic print book. 

Betty Hahn. Soft Daguerreotype, 
1974. 9.5 x 12.5 x 2 inches. Electro-
static transfer, fabric, wood, hardware.

Wolfgang Hainke. Whole Earth Cat, 
1986. 11.5 x 8.25 inches. Electro-
static print from microfilm. 

Andre Haluska. Untitled, 1972. 
8 x 10 inches. Electrostatic images 
on paper, thread, hole punch from 
chromogenic color print, ink.

Andre Haluska. Untitled, 1972. 
8 x 10 inches. Electrostatic images 
on paper, chromogenic color film, 
thread.

Andre Haluska. Untitled, 1972.  
8 x 10 inches. Electrostatic image 
on paper, silver halide film, thread.

Helgi Skúta Helgason. Library 
20081104, 2008. 7 x 5 inches. Elec-
trostatic print book, plastic case.

Peter Helmke. Untitled, undated. 
5.75 x 4 inches. Electrostatic transfer 
on paper. 

Adele Henderson. Lazaretto No. 8, 
1997. 24 x 20 inches. 
Electrostatic toner drawing.

Adele Henderson. Lazaretto No. 9, 
1997. 24 x 20 inches. 
Electrostatic toner drawing.

Adele Henderson. Lazaretto No. 14, 
1997. 24 x 20 inches. Electrostatic 
toner drawing.

Adele Henderson. Lazaretto No. 15, 
1997. 24 x 20 inches. Electrostatic 
toner drawing.

Adele Henderson. Travel Map of 
Tonawanda, New York, 2009. 2 x 
4.25 inches. Electrostatic print book.

Biff Henrich. Untitled, 1975-1976. 
8.5 x 93.5 inches. Electrostatic prints.

Biff Henrich. Untitled, 1975-1976. 
8.5 x 102 inches. Electrostatic prints.  

Roland Henss-Dewald. 86 Wild 
Muster, 1986. 11.5 x 8.25 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Roland Henss-Dewald. Face, 1986. 
11.5 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic 
print.

Roland Henss-Dewald. Smith, circa 
1989. 11.5 x 8.25 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Pati Hill. Untitled. circa 1980s. 
8.5 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print.

Paul Hill. The 1981 Cooperative 
Color Xerox Calendar, 1980. 
8.5 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print.

Robert Hirsch. World in a Jar: War 
& Trauma, 2004. 5.25 x 7.5 inches 
(image) 3.5 x 6.75 inches (jar), 
Electrostatic prints,glass jars.

Robert Hirsch. The Sixties Cubed: A 
Counter Culture of Images, Collage 
Lantern, 2011. 18-inch diameter (3-
inch diameter each image) Electro-
static prints, paper lantern, electric 
light socket, light bulb.

Robert Hirsch. The Sixties Cubed: 
A Counter Culture of Images, 2011. 
20 x 4 x 20 inches (4 x 4 x 4 inches 
each image, four images per cube).
Electrostatic prints and plexiglas 
cubes.

Robert Hirsch. The Sixties Cubed: 
A Counter Culture of Images¬ Mo-
bile, 2011. 18 x 24 inches (4-inch 
diameter each image). Electrostatic 
transparency film and metal hanging 
system.

Robert Hirsch & Adele Henderson. 
Extended Outlook, 1993. 10 x 10 
inches. Electrostatic print.

Robert Hirsch & Adele Henderson. 
Ghosts: French Holocaust Children, 
2014. 4 x 6 x 1 inches. Electrostatic 
print book, acrylic medium, hand 
stitching.

Robert Hirsch & Roman Vishniac. 
Children of a Vanished World, 2014. 
9.5 x 9.5 x 1 inches. Photo offset, 
marker, electrostatic print book.

David Hockney. Flowers, Apple, 
Pears on Table, 1986. 23.6 x 12.2 
inches. Electrostatic print collage.

David Hockney. Fax Dibujos, 1988. 
11 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print book.

Kitty Hubbard. Sexual Harass-
ment Policies, 1996. Dimensions 
variable. Electrostatic toner transfer on 
hosiery.

Kitty Hubbard. #metoo, 2018. 
Dimensions variable. Electrostatic 
toner transfer on hosiery.

Peter Huemer. Image in Motion, 
1992. 11 x 14 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Peter Huemer. Guarding Hand I, 
1992-2016. 29 x 11 inches. Inkjet 
print from electrostatic print.

Peter Huemer. Copy Book Art, 1996. 
11.5 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic 
print book. 

Peter Huemer. Guarding Hand II, 
1997. 7.8 x 5.9 inches. Electrostatic 
print, wooden frame.

Sarah Jackson. Fantasies, 1994. 
16.8 x 10.9 inches. Electrostatic print.
 
Franz John. Die Kopiertr Gal, 1984. 
Video documentation of perfor-
mance at Berlin Wall. 

Jane Kenner. New Art: The 1984 
Color Xerox Annual, 1983. 8.5 x 14 
inches. Electrostatic print.

Gabriel Klages. Interfaces, 1988. 
23 x 16.5 inches. Electrostatic prints.

Gabriel Klages. War Dance, 1988. 
23 x 16.5 inches. Electrostatic prints.

Joan Linder. Green Copier, 1997. 
44 x 40 inches. Oil on canvas.

Joan Linder. Yellow Copier, 1997. 
20 x 50 inches. Oil on canvas.

Joan Linder. Copier (Homage to 
Donald Judd), 2000. 50 x 40 inches. 
Oil on canvas.

Joan Linder. Copier (Homage to 
Giorgio Morandi), 2000. 40 x 50 
inches. Oil on canvas.

Joan Linder. How to Change Toner 
Cartridge, 2010. 11 x 17 inches. 
Inkjet print.

Joan Linder. Drawing from Toxic 
Archives, 2013-2018. 9 x 12 inches. 
Ink, watercolor, and marker on 
paper in wooden display case.

Joan Linder. Drawing from Toxic 
Archives, 2013-2018. 12 x 18 
inches. Marker on paper.

Mark Luke & Cavellini. The 1981 
Cooperative Color Xerox Calendar, 
1980. 8.5 x 14 inches. Electrostatic 
print.

Joan Lyons. Untitled, 1974. 19 x 26 
inches. Lithograph from electrostatic 
toner transfer. 

Joan Lyons. Untitled (Landscape 
Series), 1969. 19 x 26 inches. Elec-
trostatic transfers, collage, pencil.

Joan Lyons. Untitled (Landscape 
Series), 1970. 19 x 26 inches. 
Lithograph from electrostatic toner 
transfer, oil crayon.

Joan Lyons. Woman Screaming in 
Her Own Ear, circa 1970s. 
8.5 x 12.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print, pencil.

Joan Lyons. Untitled (Dreamers 
Series), 1974. 19 x 26 inches. 
Electrostatic transfers, pencil.

Joan Lyons. Untitled (Dreamers 
Series), 1974. 19 x 26 inches. 
Electrostatic transfers, pencil.
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Joan Lyons. Twenty-five Years Ago, 
1998. 8 x 8 inches. Docutech and offset 
book with electrostatic covers.

Jean Mathiaut. 5-GEC # 366, 1986. 
16.5 x 11.5 inches. Electrostatic print.

Jean Mathiaut. 5-6-GEC # 734-454, 
1987. 16.5 x 11.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Scott McCarney. T/HERE, 
1981/2018. 8.5 x 11.5 inches. 
Electrostatic toner transfer book, 
rubber stamps, ink, graphite.

Scott McCarney. Mother of Exiles, 
1982. 4 x 5.75 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Scott McCarney. A-Z, Alphabook 
13, 1991. 3.5 x 4 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Scott McCarney. NOMO PROMO 
HOMO PHOBO, 1992. 4 x 5 inches. 
Duotone offset and electrostatic 
print book.

Scott McCarney. HOMEMADE 
MAPS, Autobiography #4, 1998. 
4.25 x 7.25 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Buddy Manana. 1983 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Georg Mühleck. Copy of Nothing, 
1985. 8.5 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print.

Georg Mühleck. Untitled (Painting 
Professor), 1988. 11 x 9 inches. 
Thermographic print.

Georg Mühleck. Frozen Ears, 1992-
1993. 11 x 16.5 inches. 
Thermographic print.
 
Bruno Munari. Self-Portrait, undat-
ed. 8 x 11.75 inches. Electrostatic print.

Bruno Munari. Untitled (Color 
Dots), 1976. 7.75 x 12.25 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Bruno Munari. Xerografie Original, 
1976/1977. 8.25 x 11.7 inches. 
Electrostatic print. 

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: A Mideast Kaleido-
scope, 1983. 4.5 x 8.5 x .25 inches. 
Electrostatic print book, book cloth.

Louise Neaderland. Altered Con-
tacts-Forget-Me-Not!, 1983-1985. 
8.5 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print 
book.

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: Cease Fire, 1983. 5.75 x 
3.75 x .15 inches. Electrostatic print 
book, dye-destruction print cover.

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: Force Grim Force, 1983. 
7.75 x 8.5 x .25 in. Electrostatic. print 
book, bolt.

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: Distress Signals, 1985. 
4.25 x 5.25 x .25 inches. Electrostatic 
print book, envelope.

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: Stealth, 1991. 8.5 x 
5.5 x .15 inches. Electrostatic print 
book (accordion folded).

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: Election Results, 1992. 
3 x 1.5 x .75 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: Shock and Awe, 1992. 
8.5 x 5 x .15 inches. Electrostatic 
print book (accordion folded).

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: Where Can the Dark 
Matter Be?, 1992. 8.5 x 5.5 inches 
Electrostatic print book (accordion 
folded).

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: The Sound of One Hand 
Clapping, 1995. 5.75 x 6.5 x .25 
inches. Electrostatic print book, box.

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: Journeys, 1996. 4.5 x 
5.5 x .15 inches. Electrostatic print 
book.

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: The Killing Machine 
(Kosovo 1999), 1999. 5.5 x 4.5 x  
2.5 inches. Electrostatic print book, 
dye-destruction print cover.

Louise Neaderland. Pandora’s Box 
Collection: Happy is the Nation 
Whose Warrior Sons These Are, 
2011. 6 x 5.5 x .25 inches. 
Electrostatic print book.

Louise Neaderland. Trump Wall-
paper Borders, 2018. 4.5 x 5 x 2 
inches. Paper box containing 2 
scrolls (36 inches each, extended) 
Electrostatic prints

Gail Nicholson. Posing Eva May 
(green), 1986.11 x 8.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Gail Nicholson. Posing Eva May 
(orange), 1986. 11 x 8.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Gail Nicholson. Posing Eva May 
(purple), 1986.11 x 8.5 inches. 
Eletrostatic print.

Gail Nicholson. Posing Eva May 
(red), 1986. 11 x 8.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Jüergen Olbrich.  Endloskopie. 
1989. 17 x 192 inches.  
Electrostatic prints on roll.

Jüergen O. Olbrich. Photo Copy 
Rock ‘N’ Roll Performance I, 1984. 
14 x 11 inches. Electrostatic print.t

Jüergen O. Olbrich. Photo Copy 
Rock ‘N’ Roll Performance II detail, 
1984. 14 x 11 inches. Electrostatic 
print.

Joey Patrickt. Finished, 1984. 
14 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print.

Joey Patrickt. Lincoln Whitewall 
Portrait, 1984. 14 x 8.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Joey Patrickt. Pink David, 1984. 
14 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print.

Joey Patrickt. Smashing Red Dada, 
1984. 14 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print.

Joey Patrickt. Washington, 1984. 
14 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print.

Mark Pawson. Plastic Babies, 1990. 
11.5 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic print.

Mark Pawson. Warriors, 1990. 
11.5 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic print.

Jack Perkins. 1983 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Pablo Picasso. The Owl (aka Eagle), 
circa 1963. 8.5 x 11 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Sigmar Polke. Untitled, 2002. 
11.5 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic print. 

Lieve Prins. Midori’s Sister, 1999. 
40 x 70 inches. Electrostatic prints. 

Ed Rachles. 1983 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Mari Lena Rapprich. Untitled, 2017. 
16.5 x 11.5 inches. Electrostatic print.

Jean-François Robic. You Go Slavia 
2, circa 1992. 11.5 x 13.8 inches. 
Electrostatic print. 

Rocola/Rokola (Robert Rocola) & J. 
Stoll. The 1980 Cooperative Color 
Xerox Calendar, 1979. 8.5 x 14 
inches. Electrostatic print.

Rocola/Rokola (Robert Rocola). 
1982 Color Xerox Annual, 1981. 
8.5 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print.

Rocola/Rokola (Robert Rocola). 
New Art: The 1984 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1983. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Rocola/Rokola (Robert Rocola). 
Untitled, 1984, 11 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Rocola/Rokola (Robert Rocola). 
Rocola, 74 Prints. 1984-2017. 8.5 x 
11 inches. Electrostatic prints in binder.

Willyum Rowe. Danzig 2017, 2017. 
11 x 13.75 x 1 inches. Electrostatic 
print book, metal rings.

Mario Santoro-Woith. Darkness, 
Decadence, Empire, 2010. 9.5 x 9.7 
inches. Multilayer electrostatic printbook.

Mario Santoro-Woith. Texas Capitol 
Building, 2012. 21 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic prints on black recy-
cled paper mounted on linen canvas.

Leslie Shackelford. 1982 Color 
Xerox Annual, 1981. 8.5 x 14
inches. Electrostatic print.

Donna Mae Shaver. 1983 Color 
Xerox Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 
inches. Electrostatic print.

Donna Mae Shaver. New Art: The 
1984 Color Xerox Annual, 1983. 
8.5 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print.

Sonia Sheridan. Drawing in Time 
#1, 2012-2017. 11 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print from mixed media.

Sonia Sheridan. Drawing in Time 
#2, 2012-2017. 11 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print from mixed media.

Sonia Sheridan. Saying Goodbye, 
2017. 11 x 17 inches. Electrostatic 
print from mixed media.

Sonia Sheridan & Keith Smith. 
Smithsonian, 1973. 11 x 12 x .6 
inches. Electrostatic print book, 
plastic comb binding. 

Cindy Sherman. Untitled, 1976. 
11 x 8.5 inches. Electrostatic print.

Keith Smith. Untitled, 28 Oct, 1971. 
10:45 am, 1971. 10 x 20 inches. 
3M color print, fabric, thread.

Keith Smith. Under Veil, Nov. 3, 
1971/ 3:45 P.M., 1971. 24 x 42 
inches. 3M color print, fabric, 
thread.

Winston Smith. New Art: The 1984 
Color Xerox Annual, 1983. 
8.5 x 14 inches. Electrostatic print.

Marc Snyder. We Should All Be 
Flapping Around on Wax Wings, 
2007. 3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Marc Snyder. Red Sky at Night, 
2010. 3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.
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Marc Snyder. Small Room Blues, 
2011. 3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Marc Snyder. Your Fortune Cookie 
Will Give You “The Willies”, 2011. 
3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Marc Snyder. 2 Stories, 2012. 
3.75 x 2.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print book.

Marc Snyder. A Few Other Houses 
by Frank Lloyd Wright, 2012. 
3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Marc Snyder. A FIMP Book, 2012. 
3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Marc Snyder. Baby Monitor, 2012. 
3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic
print book.

Marc Snyder. Box, 2012. 3.75 x 2.5 
inches. Electrostatic print book.

Marc Snyder. Great Dog Walks in 
Hamden Connecticut, 2012. 3.75 x 
2.5 inches. Electrostatic print book.

Marc Snyder. How to Draw Ernest 
Hemingway, 2012. 3.75 x 2.5 inch-
es. Electrostatic print book.

Marc Snyder. How to Draw Sig-
mund Freud, and Your Subconscious 
Reasons for Doing So, 2012. 3.75 x 
2.5 inches. Electrostatic print book.

Marc Snyder. More Things the 
Chicken Did, 2012. 3.75 x 2.5 inch-
es. Electrostatic print book.

Marc Snyder. Surprising Cows, 
2012. 3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Marc Snyder. Startlingly Lifelike 
Tableaux, 2012. 3.75 x 2.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print book.

Marc Snyder. The FIMP Players, 
2012. 3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Marc Snyder. The Revolution, 2012. 
3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic print 
book.

Marc Snyder. The Right Answers, 
2012. 3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Marc Snyder. Where Are They 
Now?, 2012. 3.75 x 2.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print book.

Marc Snyder. Ghosts, 2013. 3.75 x 
2.5 inches. Electrostatic print book.

Marc Snyder. How I Make Books, 
2013. 3.75 x 2.5 inches. Electrostatic 
print book.

Richard Stein. 1983 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Goid Steven. 1983 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

J. W. Stewart.  AP, 1985. 13.8 x 8.5 
inches. Electrostatic print.

Marc Susan. The 1983 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Joel Swartz. Untitled (Downtown 
Series), 1970. 8 x 10 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Joel Swartz. Untitled (Downtown 
Series), 1970. 8 x 10 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Joel Swartz. Untitled (Downtown 
Series), 1970. 9 x 12 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Joel Swartz. Untitled (Downtown 
Series), 1970. 9 x 12 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Joel Swartz. Untitled (Downtown 
Series), 1970. 9 x 12 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Joel Swartz. Untitled, 1970. 
8 x 10 inches. Electrostatic print 
from video capture.

Joel Swartz. Untitled, 1970. 
8 x 10 inches. Electrostatic print 
from video capture.

Joel Swartz. Untitled, 1970. 
8 x 10 inches. Electrostatic print 
from video capture.

Joel Swartz. Untitled, 1970. 
8 x 10 inches. Electrostatic print 
from video capture.

Joel Swartz. Words and Pictures, 
1975. 9.63 x 12.13 inches. Offset 
book of electrostatic prints.

Joel Swartz. Something Different 
to Do, 1977. 8.5 x 8 x 7.75 inches. 
Color offset book of electrostatic 
prints.

Nancy Topolski. The Woman Who 
Swallowed the Fly, 1990. 57 x 52 
inches. Electrostatic prints as paper 
lithos, fabric, thread. 

Nancy Topolski. Family, 1993. 64 
x 64 inches. Electrostatic prints as 
paper lithos, ink, fabric, thread.

Nancy Topolski. Beloved Quilt Series 
(The Twenty-eight Days), 1998. 81 x 
82 inches. Electrostatic prints as paper 
lithos, ink, fabric, thread embroidery.

Nancy Topolski. Beloved Quilt 
Series (Beloved and Denver), 2002. 
45.5 x 34 inches. Electrostatic prints 
as paper lithos, ink, fabric, thread, 
embroidery, beading. 

Nancy Topolski. Beloved Quilt Series 
(Crawling-already? Girl), 2002. 57 x 
52 inches. Electrostatic prints as paper 
lithos, ink, fabric, thread, embroidery.

Nancy Topolski. Ms. Belle Wether 
Takes A Stand, 2003. 18 x 12 inches. 
Electrostatic toner transfer book, 
paper, acrylic paint, acrylic medium, 
collage, chromogenic color print.

Nancy Topolski. The Cat’s Away, The 
Mice Will Play, 2003. 11.75 x 13 x 
1 inches. Electrostatic toner transfer 
book, acrylic medium, canvas, collage, 
acrylic paint, bone closures.

Nancy Topolski. an emotional study 
guide, 2004. 6.25 x 4.5 x 2 inches. 
Electrostatic print book, acrylic 
paint, laminate.

Nancy Topolski. Unreliable Weather, 
2005. 4 x 4 x .63 inches. Electrostatic 
toner transfer book, acrylic paint, 
Lucite, chromogenic color print, balsa 
wood.

Nancy Topolski. Waiting for the 
World to Change, 2005. 4 x 4 x .63 
inches. Electrostatic toner transfer 
book, collage on paper, acrylic 
medium. 

Nancy Topolski. October Birds 
Come Back for Breakfast, 2008. 
8.5 x 5.5 inches. Electrostatic 
prints, sticker, stamp.

Timm Ulrichs. Folkwang, 1985. 
24 x 28 inches. Electrostatic print, 
silkscreen.

© Klaus Urbons. Genkopie/Copy-
gen, performance still.1981. 
80 x 200 inches. Gelatin Silver 
print.

© Klaus Urbons. Last Supper, 1980. 
75 x 31.5 inches. Electrostatic 
prints.

Klaus Urbons. Live Performance, 
1981. 7.5 x 13 inches. Electrostatic 
print from gelatin silver print.

Klaus Urbons. Realkopie Ulrike, 
1981. 75 x 75 inches. Electrostatic 
prints on plywood.

Klaus Urbons. 12 Hours, 1987. 
11.5 x 8.25 inches. Electrostatic 
prints, gelatin silver prints, video.

Dan Varenka. Ceci n’ est pas une 
zine Number 1, 2007. 8.5 x 5.5 
inches. Electrostatic print book, 
screen print cover.

Dan Varenka. Ceci n’ est pas une
zine Number 3, 2010. 8.5 x 5.5
inches. Electrostatic print book, 
screen print cover.

Todd Walker. The Causes of Love - 
Melancholy by Robert Burton, 
1968. 3 x 2.25 inches. Electrostatic 
print book with photo lithograph. 

Andy Warhol. Mao, 1973. 
11.5 x 8.5 inches. 
Electrostatic print. 

John Waszek. Untitled, 2017. 
8.25 x 4 inches. Electrostatic print.

 Stephanie Weber. Cross Section, 
1981. 8 x 12 inches. Electrostatic 
print on mixed media.

Stephanie Weber. Cross Section, 
1981. 7 x 12 inches. Electrostatic 
print on mixed media.

Barbara Wyeth. Big Bucks, 1985. 
25 x 18 x 1 inches. Electrostatic 
print on foam core.

Barbara Wyeth. Big Blue Panties, 
1985. 23 x 21 x 1 inches. 
Electrostatic print on foam core.

Barbara Wyeth. Big Red Panties, 
1986. 25 x 18 x 1 inches. 
Electrostatic print on foam core.

Barbara Wyeth. Striped Panties, 
1986. 25 x 18 x 1 inches. 
Electrostatic print on foam core.

Barbara Wyeth. Teal Panties, 
1986. 25 x 18 x 1 inches. 
Electrostatic print on foam core.

Yosky. 1982 Color Xerox Annual, 
1981. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.

Ruta Zinc. 1983 Color Xerox 
Annual, 1982. 8.5 x 14 inches. 
Electrostatic print.
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© Xerox Corporation. Xerox Brother Dominic Print Ad for the 9400, 1977. Dimensions 
variable. Photo offset.




